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Zusammenfassung
Object Discovery ist ein neues Paradigma in Computer Vision und Robotic Vision, bei
dem die Interpretation eines Bildes durch die Vergabe von Candidate Regions beginnt,
die mo¨glicherweiser Objekten im Bild entsprechen. Im weiteren Verlauf ko¨nnen diese
Kandidaten mit Objekterkennungsmodulen oder durch Interaktion von Robotern vali-
diert werden. In dieser Arbeit schlagen wir eine neue Methode zur Object Discovery
vor, bei der einzelne Bilder verwendet werden, mit dem Ziel eine ho¨here Wiedererken-
nungsrate mit weniger Objektkandidaten als State-of-the-Art Methoden zu erreichen.
Unser Ansatz benutzt Saliency, um den Ort und die Maße der Objekte abzuscha¨tzen
und Segmentierung, um die Konturen pra¨zise abzugrenzen. Wir vergleichen vier ver-
schiedene Methoden, die auf Farbe, Tiefendaten sowie einer fru¨hen und spa¨ten Fusion
dieser Daten basieren und kommen zum Schluss dass die spa¨te Fusion die erfolgreichere
ist. Die Sortierung der Objektkandidaten erfolgt durch eine neue Strategie, die auf einer
Kombination von Merkmalen wie dreidimensionaler Konvexita¨t und Saliency beruht.
Wir evaluieren und vergleichen unsere Methode mit anderen modernen Ansa¨tzen, in-
dem wir u¨berladene, schwierige Sequenzen aus der Wirklichkeit nutzen die aus drei ver-
schiedenen o¨ffentlichen Datenbanken stammen. Die Ergebnisse beweisen, dass unsere
Methode die anderen konsistent u¨bertrifft. Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit konzentrieren
wir uns auf Sequenzen von Bildern. Unser Ziel hierbei ist es, so wenige Kandidaten pro
Bild wie no¨tig zu generieren und dabei so viele Objekte wie mo¨glich durch die Sequenz
hindurch zu erkennen. Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen, erweitern wir unsere Methode mit
einem sogennanten Spatial Inhibition of Return Mechanismus, bei dem die Objektkan-
didaten unterdru¨ckt werden, die den bereits in der Vergangenheit generierten Objekten
entsprechen. Die Herausforderung hierbei ist es, dies so auszufu¨hren, dass es konsistent
mit einem Perspektivwechsel ist, weshalb wir den Inhibition of Return Mechanismus auf
ra¨umlichen Koordinaten fundieren. Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Anwendung
unserer Object Discovery Methode zur Salient Object Segmentation pra¨sentiert. Auch
hier zeigen die Ergebnisse, dass unsere vergleichbare Ergebnisse zu anderen Methoden,
die dem aktuellen Stand der Technik entsprechen, erreicht.
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Abstract
Object discovery is a recent paradigm in computer and robotic vision where the process
of interpreting an image starts by proposing a set of candidate regions that potentially
correspond to objects; these candidates can be validated later on by object recognition
modules or by robot interaction. In this thesis, we propose a novel method for object
discovery that works on single RGB-D images and aims at achieving higher recall than
current state-of-the-art methods with fewer candidates. Our approach uses saliency
as a cue to roughly estimate the location and extent of the objects, and segmentation
processes in order to identify the candidates’ precise boundaries. We investigate the
performance of four different segmentation methods based on colour, depth, an early
and a late fusion of colour and depth, and conclude that the late fusion is the most
successful. The object candidates are sorted according to a novel ranking strategy
based on a combination of features such as 3D convexity and saliency. We evaluate
our method and compare it to other state-of-the-art approaches in object discovery
on challenging real world sequences from three different public datasets containing a
high degree of clutter. The results show that our approach consistently outperforms
the other methods. In the second part of this thesis, we turn to streams of images.
Here, our goal is to generate as few object candidates per frame as necessary in order
to find as many objects as possible throughout the sequence. Therefore, we propose
to extend our object discovery system with a so called spatial inhibition of return
mechanism to inhibit object candidates that correspond to objects that have already
been generated in the past. The challenge here is to inhibit the candidates consistently
with viewpoint change, and therefore, we root our inhibition of return mechanism in
3D spatial coordinates. In the final part of this thesis we show an application of our
object discovery method to the task of salient object segmentation. The results show
that our method achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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1. Introduction
Localising and recognising the objects in the environment is an essential ability for
any mobile vision system that needs to understand the world around it and inter-
act with it —in this general category of mobile vision systems we include robots,
wearable devices, and any computational system that uses a camera as its primary
means for obtaining information about the world. In the field of computer vision,
this is known as object detection: given an image, an object detector has to lo-
calise the instances of an object of a particular class. A common way to solve this
task was to train object detectors for several categories (cars, faces, persons, trees,
etc.) and then scan the image with each detector at each possible scale and loca-
tion, as it was successfully done by [Viola and Jones, 2004] to detect faces in im-
ages and quickly became a standard practise in object detection —see, for exam-
ple, [Dalal and Triggs, 2005, Harzallah et al., 2009, Felzenszwalb et al., 2010]. How-
ever, such an exhaustive search does not scale well as soon as the number of ob-
ject classes grows. Particularly, if the scale and/or the aspect ratio of the ob-
jects is not known in advance, the number of windows to be evaluated can be in
the order of 106 to 107 [Hosang et al., 2014, Hosang et al., 2015]. A recent trend in
computer vision has been, instead of evaluating potentially millions of image sub-
windows for each object class, to generate a smaller set of so called set of object
proposals —which depending on the method might be in the order of thousands
or tens of thousands— and evaluate the object classifiers on them: the works of
[Cinbis et al., 2013, Girshick et al., 2014, He et al., 2014] are examples of current ob-
ject detection methods that rely on a previous object proposal generation step. Fig. 1.1
illustrates the two paradigms.
A parallel path has been followed in the robotic vision community, where several
methods have been developed to segment the objects in the scene prior to knowing their
category, in what is commonly known as object discovery. Despite being developed in
separate scientific communities, the object proposal generation methods and the object
discovery methods in robotics aim at the same goal: producing a set of candidate
regions in the image that potentially correspond to objects; i.e., detecting the presence
of an object before its category is known.
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is this a bottle?...
...
...
is this a bottle?
is this a bottle?
is this a bottle?
Exhaustive Search - Sliding Window Paradigm
they look like objects,
what are they?
Object Discovery - Object Proposal Generation
Figure 1.1.: Left: the sliding window/exhaustive search paradigm for object detection.
Right: the newer object discovery paradigm.
Objects vs Things But what is typically meant by objects in the computer vision
literature? In a recent article, Alexe et al. [Alexe et al., 2012] define objects as
“standalone things with a well-defined boundary and center, such as cows,
cars, and telephones, as opposed to amorphous background stuff, such as
sky, grass, and road.”
This is a rather practical definition that relates to the one offered by Forsyth, Malik
and colleagues [Forsyth et al., 1996]:
“A material (e.g. skin) is defined by a homogeneous or repetitive pattern
of fine-scale properties, but has no specific or distinctive spatial extent or
shape. An object (e.g. a ring) has a specific size and shape.”
They remark the distinction between materials and objects, or “Stuff” and “Things”.
They continue by pointing out the different approaches that might lead to the successful
recognition of both categories:
“Indeed, materials with particularly distinctive color or texture (e.g. sky)
can be successfully recognized with little or no shape analysis, and objects
with particularly distinctive shapes (e.g. telephones) can be recognized
using only shape information.”
Such a distinction between objects and materials fine grains on the way that an al-
gorithm should accomplish its task of finding what is where in images in a successful
manner. The fields of object discovery —in robotics— or object proposal genera-
tion —in computer vision— are concerned with finding candidate regions in images
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that correspond to the objects/things, rather than the materials/stuff. Such a defi-
nition of objects coincides with the ones we find in the psychological literature; for
[von Hofsten and Spelke, 1985], objects are
“manipulable units with internal coherence and external boundaries.”
Let us now informally define what is meant by object discovery or object proposal
generation.
Object Discovery Given an input image I, the goal of object discovery is to generate
a set of image regions —which can be pixel precise or bounding boxes— that potentially
correspond to the objects that are present. Each of these regions is what we call an
object candidate or object proposal. Furthermore, the object candidates need not
partition the image nor be mutually exclusive; some can even hierarchically contain
others as it happens with real objects: the cap of a bottle is part of the bottle and
an object itself. Finally, the generated object candidates should be ranked according
to a measure of their objectness so that good candidates can be evaluated first by a
recognition algorithm.
Computer and robotic vision algorithms are typically evaluated on benchmarks. Spe-
cific benchmarks exist for most vision tasks: optical flow [Baker et al., 2011], object
detection [Everingham et al., 2007], etc. In the case of object detection or object dis-
covery, the ground truth needs to be manually annotated, i.e., someone has to go
through the images and decide what pixels correspond to the objects. A fundamental
difference between the robotic and computer vision communities is the type of data —
or benchmarks— used to evaluate the performance of algorithms. In the case of object
discovery, computer vision algorithms are evaluated on the available object detection
benchmarks [Alexe et al., 2012, Mane´n et al., 2013]. However, the kind of images that
appear in those benchmarks does not make them ideal for testing vision methods for
robotics applications: often the images include one or a few objects that occupy most
of the image; these are situations that a service robot will rarely encounter, instead, it
will often have to deal with cluttered scenes where many objects are present. Object
discovery approaches in the robotic vision community are typically tested in indoor
scenarios [Karpathy et al., 2013, Potapova et al., 2014] where the robots are expected
to operate on; however, no common realistic challenging benchmark exists for this task.
Part of the work that was carried out in this thesis was to provide a common bench-
mark for object discovery consisting of sequences recorded in realistic indoor scenes,
where the present objects were annotated consistently on regular intervals.
Detecting the objects in a scene is a scientific challenge per se, but it also has many
3
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applications in technical systems, many of which we might not know yet, because the
methods are not mature enough. Such methods are essential for service robots to inter-
pret their environment, since they are expected to perform their tasks autonomously:
cleaning up a house, preparing lunch, etc. The car industry is strongly interested in
automatically finding pedestrians, cars and other objects that might populate the en-
vironment of a car using cameras. Examples are the Image Understanding Group of
Daimler1 or the Cognitive Systems & Representation group at the Honda Research
Institute Europe.2 Up to now, laser methods have been a common practise (see the self
driving car of Google [Guizzo, 2011]). However, images provide a very rich source of
information, and furthermore, they are passive sensors far cheaper than the standard
laser ones. One critical requirement for such computer vision systems is that they are
fast. Therefore, the use of object proposal generation methods can be a boost in the
speed of the whole detection pipeline.
In this thesis, we propose a novel method for object discovery that aims at finding
the objects in challenging realistic images, such as those that would be encountered by
robots in their everyday life. The core of our method is an attention system that helps
us localising the objects, and the use of segmentation to find their precise boundaries.
Our goal will be to recall more objects than current state-of-the-art approaches with
fewer candidates in realistic cluttered scenes. In the second part of this thesis, we move
from single images to sequences, and propose a mechanism —inspired by findings from
the cognitive science— for establishing correspondences between object candidates over
frames; this will let us find most of the objects in the sequence with a very small number
of candidates per frame by inhibiting candidates that have already been produced in
the past. In the last part of this thesis we show an application of the object discovery
algorithm for the task of salient object segmentation.
1.1. Contributions
This work was done in the context of the project “Situated Vision to Per-
ceive Object Shape and Affordances” funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft (German Research Foundation). The project was carried out in coopera-
tion with three other research institutes with whom we did two successful coopera-
tions [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015b, Horbert et al., 2015]: the group of Bastian Leibe at
RWTH Aachen, Markus Vincze at TU Wien, and Barbara Caputo at IDIAP, Mar-
1Group led by Markus Enzweiler http://www.markus-enzweiler.de/index.html
2http://www.honda-ri.de/tiki-index.php?page=CognitiveSystemAndRepresentation
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tigny.3 The purpose of the project was to provide robots with the methods to visually
explore a scene, identify the potential objects and classify them according to their af-
fordances. Our contributions in this project are in the areas of object discovery, visual
scene exploration and salient object segmentation:
• Object Discovery. We propose a novel method for generating object candidates
in RGB-D (colour and depth) images. Our method is based on a combina-
tion of saliency computation and segmentation and is especially well suited for
complex cluttered scenes. We investigate the use of four different approaches
for segmentation: colour, depth, an early fusion of colour and depth, and
a late fusion of colour and depth. We also propose a new ranking method
based on several objectness features such as 3D convexity. This work is pre-
sented in [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015b]. Furthermore, we improved the can-
didate generation process by using a novel multi-scale saliency approach in
[Horbert et al., 2015]. A complete benchmark for object discovery was also pre-
sented in [Horbert et al., 2015] where several challenging real world sequences
were manually annotated to indicate the presence of objects.
• Computational Visual Attention for 3D Scene Exploration. We show how the
proposed method for object discovery can be used to sequentially explore a vi-
sual scene. We propose a novel method for inhibiting already attended can-
didates that is rooted in 3D coordinates, which lets us strongly reduce the
number of generated object candidates without significantly affecting the re-
call of the system. The idea of the IOR mechanism was originally published
in [Mart´ın Garc´ıa and Frintrop, 2013] and [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2013]. The sys-
tem has been improved with respect to the original idea to 1) inhibit object
candidates instead of salient regions, and 2) by incorporating the newer object
discovery method. This improved version has been submitted to the Cognitive
Processing Journal [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015a].
• Salient Object Segmentation. We show how our method for object discovery can
also be applied for salient object segmentation with minor modifications. The task
in salient object segmentation is to detect the most salient object[s] in a given
image. The results are published in [Frintrop et al., 2015] and are state-of-the-art
in salient object segmentation.
3Barbara Caputo changed her affiliation in the course of the project and is now Associate Professor
at the University of Rome La Sapienza.
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1.2. Outline
The structure of this thesis is the following. We start by introducing some basic concepts
and definitions that will appear throughout the text in Chapter 2. We continue with
an introduction to the related work in computational visual attention systems and
object discovery as well as their cognitive background in Chapter 3. We then follow
to our contributions: In Chapter 4, we propose a method for generating visual object
candidates based on saliency and segmentation. There, we also propose three different
strategies for ranking the object candidates according to their “objectness”. In Chapter
5, we situate the attention system in its 3D environment and develop a mechanism that
lets us inhibit the processing of already attended candidates. Finally, in Chapter 6, we
show how our visual object candidates can be combined for the task of salient object
segmentation. We evaluate all our contributions and show that they outperform several
other state-of-the-art methods in object discovery, and that they are state-of-the-art
in the task of salient object segmentation. We conclude in Chapter 7 and give a brief
overview of future work.
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The reader is assumed to have some familiarity with basic image processing —
digital filters, convolution— and computer vision ideas and problems —segmentation,
object detection. Otherwise, we point to basic text books in these top-
ics: [Gonzalez and Woods, 2006], [Forsyth and Ponce, 2003] or the on-line available
[Szeliski, 2010]. In order to make this thesis as much self contained as possible, we will
define the main ideas that will appear throughout the text from now on.
In this thesis, we use an ASUS Xtion PRO sensor,1 which like the famous Kinect
camera from Microsoft provides RGB-D —colour and depth— images. An example
of a colour and depth image obtained from the ASUS Xtion PRO sensor is shown in
Fig. 2.1: note how in the depth map, bright pixels correspond to locations that are far
away, and darker pixels correspond to shorter distances. Also note that, because of the
physical properties of the sensor, black objects or transparent ones pose a difficulty and
depth measurements are often missing for them. Finally, it is also worth mentioning
that since the focal lengths of the colour and the depth sensors are different, not every
pixel which has a colour value has a depth measurement as well (see the black band
around most of the depth map where no measurements are present).
Image A digital image is a two dimensional function f(x, y). The values that f takes
can be scalars for the case of gray-scale images or vectors in the case of colour images.
The function is indexed by its row and column pixel coordinates x and y which are
positive integers. Its origin, (0, 0), is the upper left corner of the image.
Range Image Often referred to as depth map, d(x, y), it is a two dimensional array
of pixels containing range —depth— measurements. Range measurements are often
encoded as either floating point or 16 bit precision unsigned integers.
Logical Operations between Images In the following chapters, we will sometimes
refer to logical operations between images. These normally take place between binary
images, that is, images whose values are either 1 or 0. Here, an alternative represen-
tation for a binary image f(x, y) is to consider it as a set of pixels whose value is 1:
1The specifications of the sensor can be found at https://www.asus.com/Multimedia/Xtion_PRO/
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Figure 2.1.: A colour image and its corresponding depth map obtained from the ASUS
Xtion PRO sensor.
I = {(x, y) | f(x, y) = 1}, where x and y are the image’s row and column coordinates.
Then we can talk about common logical operators such as:
• the intersection, or AND operation between two binary images, : I1∩I2 = {(x, y) :
(x, y) ∈ I1 ∧ (x, y) ∈ I2}. A graphical example of the AND operation is given in
Fig. 2.2;
• the union, or OR operation between two binary images, : I1 ∪ I2 = {(x, y) :
(x, y) ∈ I1 ∨ (x, y) ∈ I2}.
More details about logical operations between images can be found in the text book
of [Gonzalez and Woods, 2006].
Digital Filters The basic image processing mechanism for extracting information from
images is through digital filters. They are arrays of a certain size (typically much smaller
than the size of the image) which are applied to images by means of convolution. They
can be used, e.g., for extracting information about where the edges in an image are,
where the blobs are, or where a certain template correlates.
Difference-of-Gaussians (DoG) Filter The filter values of a DoG filter approximate a
function that is obtained by subtracting two Gaussians of different standard deviations
σ1 and σ2:
DoG(x, y) =
1
2piσ21
· e−
x2+y2
2σ21 − 1
2piσ22
· e−
x2+y2
2σ22 . (2.1)
An example is shown in Fig. 2.3: the blue and the red curves correspond to Gaus-
sians of standard deviation σ1 = 3 and σ2 = 7 respectively. The yellow curve is the
8
Figure 2.2.: Example of an AND operation between two binary images: black values
represent 0 and white values represent 1.
Figure 2.3.: Blue: Gaussian function with standard deviation σ1 = 3. Red curve:
Gaussian function with standard deviation σ2 = 7. Yellow: the difference
of the two Gaussians.
corresponding DoG (Eq. 2.1). Convolving an image with a DoG filter tends to high-
light regions that contrast with its surround. As we will see in Chapter 4, it is a filter
commonly used to compute saliency.
For more details about basic image processing tools and digital filters, the reader can
refer to [Gonzalez and Woods, 2006].
Segmentation If not properly specified, the task of segmentation can be ambiguous
on whether semantic information is used in the process or not. In the following, we
will refer to segmentation algorithms as to what is also known as perceptual grouping:
a partition of an image into regions that are perceptually coherent (some examples of
such algorithms are [Shi and Malik, 2000, Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004]). We
will call such regions segments or superpixels.
We refer to the formal definition of segmentation given by
[Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004]. The authors define a graph where the
nodes are the pixels in the image to be segmented, and the edges define neighbour-
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Figure 2.4.: Left: an example of segmentation of the colour image in Fig. 2.1 with
the method of [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004]. Right: segmen-
tation of the same image using colour and depth with the method of
[Papon et al., 2013].
hood/adjacency relations between them:
“We take a graph-based approach to segmentation. Let G = (V,E) be an
undirected graph with vertices vi ∈ V , the set of elements to be segmented,
and edges (vi, vj) ∈ E corresponding to pairs of neighboring vertices. Each
edge (vi, vj) ∈ E has a corresponding weight w((vi, vj)), which is a non-
negative measure of the dissimilarity between neighboring elements vi and
vj . In the case of image segmentation, the elements in V are pixels and
the weight of an edge is some measure of the dissimilarity between the two
pixels connected by that edge (e.g., the difference in intensity, color, motion,
location or some other local attribute).”
A segmentation of the image would be equivalent to a partition of the graph into
connected components:
“In the graph-based approach, a segmentation S is a partition of V into
components such that each component (or region) C ∈ S corresponds to a
connected component in a graph G′ = (V,E′), where E′ ⊆ E.”
There are segmentation algorithms that operate on pixel difference in intensity or
colour [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004], on depth [Richtsfeld et al., 2012], as well
as on colour and depth [Papon et al., 2013]. Two examples of image segmentations are
shown in Fig. 2.4.
A segmentation of the image is often done in order to reduce the complexity of a
given problem: instead of having N × M pixels, compute a segmentation that pro-
duces K superpixels, with K  N × M . There are many approaches in various
10
Figure 2.5.: Example of the detection of objects of the class “bottle”.
computer vision tasks that use segmentation as a pre-processing step: the object dis-
covery method of [Kootstra and Kragic, 2011], the semantic segmentation method of
[Arbela´ez et al., 2012] —here the segmentation is semantic, meaning the output seg-
ments of the method have a category label attached to them— or the object retrieval
method of [Arandjelovic´ and Zisserman, 2011].
Object Detection It is the task of finding the instances of a given object
class/category —e.g., car, pedestrian, bicycle— in an image: that means localising
them and giving them a category label. The results can be delivered in the form of
bounding boxes containing the object class or pixel-precise regions. See [Szeliski, 2010]
for more details about object detection algorithms. An example of the detections of
objects of the class “bottle” is shown in Fig. 2.5.
Object Proposal Generation or Object Discovery. Given an input image I, the task
of object discovery is to generate a set of regions {oi} that correspond to objects,
usually called object candidates or object proposals. Each object candidate is thus a
set of pixels: oi = {pj}, which are generally connected. No restrictions are applied
to the set of object candidates, e.g., they are not required to partition the image or
be mutually exclusive: one candidate can contain a part of another candidate. The
candidates should be sorted in order of their objectness, so that good candidates can
be evaluated first by a recognition algorithm.
11
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Object Proposals and Object Candidates In the rest of this work, we will refer to the
object candidates generated by object discovery algorithms as object proposals, object
hypotheses or object candidates interchangeably.
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The related work of this thesis spans different fields. We start by introducing the
related work in visual attention, pointing out its psychological background as well as
the computational models based on them. The second and main part of the related
work reviews what has been done in object discovery in computer and robotic vision.
3.1. Related Work in Computational Attention Systems
Many computational attention systems have been built during the last two decades,
first for the purpose of modelling and understanding the human visual system
[Heinke and Humphreys, 2004], and second to improve technical systems in terms
of speed and quality [Frintrop et al., 2010]. The general structure of attention sys-
tems is based on psychological models such as the Feature Integration Theory (FIT)
[Treisman and Gelade, 1980], which states that visual features are computed in paral-
lel in separate areas of the brain, and by means of focused attention the features are
bound together. Two factors are typically distinguished to drive attention: bottom-up
and top-down [Frintrop, 2011]. Bottom-up attention is driven by the physical proper-
ties of the environment and is typically modelled by saliency —for example, a blinking
light can capture our attention. On the contrary, top-down attention is driven by the
internal beliefs and goals of the agent —for example, a person looking for his red sock.
The first computational model of bottom-up attention, or saliency, was proposed by
[Koch and Ullman, 1987]; Koch and Ullman proposed a model where features such as
colour and edges are fused into a saliency map that encodes where attention should be
allocated. One of the first computational attention system that was implemented based
on this model was the renowned Itti-Koch model [Itti et al., 1998], in which feature
channels are computed in parallel, image pyramids enable a multi-scale computation,
and feature contrasts are computed by Difference-of-Gaussians.
Since the Itti-Koch model, many approaches have been proposed to compute
saliency: There are methods based on information theory such as the work of
[Bruce and Tsotsos, 2009] and [Klein and Frintrop, 2011]; others rely on machine learn-
ing to learn a combination of features to detect salient patterns [Liu et al., 2009].
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A recent trend has been to compute saliency on image regions (superpixels) instead
of pixels [Yan et al., 2013, Jiang et al., 2013]. Despite the abundance of different
methods to compute saliency (see more extensive surveys in [Frintrop et al., 2010,
Borji and Itti, 2013]), as it was shown in [Frintrop et al., 2015]: “the underlying
method that exists in basically all saliency systems is a contrast computation.”
One component of attention systems is the inhibition of return mechanism: a mecha-
nism that inhibits attention from returning to already attended areas. It was discovered
by [Posner et al., 1985] as taking place in the human visual system, operating in spatial
—not retinotopical— coordinates, and was hypothesised to enable visual exploration.
Already [Itti et al., 1998] proposed a computational implementation of IOR that con-
sisted in zeroing values in the saliency map for the regions that had already been the
target of attention. Their method however only worked on single images. While IOR
is simple on individual images, image sequences introduce the challenge of establishing
correspondences between objects over time. In this context, [Backer et al., 2001] per-
formed object-centred IOR by tracking the attended objects. However, their approach
operated on simple artificially rendered scenes instead of real world data and on 2D
images instead of 3D data as we do. In the work of [Palomino et al., 2011] the authors
implemented IOR by visually tracking the objects that are the target of attention.
In Chapter 5, we will introduce an IOR implementation that operates on spatial
coordinates —as it was originally discovered by [Posner et al., 1985]— and is object
centred: meaning that it is objects that are inhibited by the mechanism.
3.2. Related Work in Object Discovery
Object discovery is the task of finding the objects present in a scene without knowing in
advance what their appearance or category will be. Therefore, it is a chicken-and-egg
problem: how to look for an object before knowing how it looks like and which features
it has?
The idea of first individuating visual regions and then investigating further their
visual properties has a parallel in the cognitive science literature in the work of
[Pylyshyn, 2001]: Pylyshyn postulates that the human visual system requires a mecha-
nism that visually individuates the elements in the environment before their properties
or categories are known. In the following, we review the related work in object dis-
covery in its development in two different —though related— scientific communities:
computer vision and robotics.
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Figure 3.1.: Example images from the Pascal Visual Object Classes Challenge 2012
(http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/challenges/VOC/voc2012/). On
the right, the bounding box is tightly fit to the bus; in the images with the
chairs and the bicycle, however, the bounding boxes include much of the
background.
3.2.1. Object Discovery in the Computer Vision Community: Object
Proposal Generation
The idea of generating object proposals can be traced back to the work of
[Malisiewicz and Efros, 2007], when the authors introduced the so called Soup of Seg-
ments. As the authors state, up to that point in time, computer vision researchers
had largely ignored bottom-up segmentation methods in object detection and recog-
nition. The main paradigm was the sliding window approach of Viola and Jones
[Viola and Jones, 2004], where a number in the order of 100 000 to 1 million windows
at different locations and scales would scan the image for objects of a given category.
Malisiewicz and Efros argued that bottom-up segmentation methods could help to im-
prove the recognition rates by facilitating a more precise fit of the boundaries of objects
(or as they said, to improve their spatial support): a bounding box containing an object
can include large parts of the background that are going to be part of the training if no
precise boundaries are provided. This is where segmentation can be beneficial. Some
examples of such situations are shown in Fig. 3.1: the bounding box containing the bus
has almost no background; whereas the chairs and the bicycle bounding boxes include
a big amount of background pixels.
However —their reasoning continued—, no bottom-up segmentation algorithm can
hope to segment out objects “in one piece”, since their texture, colour, or in-
tensity features can vary within the same object: think for example of a person
wearing a red sweater and blue jeans; a bottom-up segmentation algorithm would
eventually produce a segment for the sweater, one for the jeans, etc. Therefore,
the authors propose an approach that uses segments obtained from different seg-
mentation algorithms (also different parameters of the same methods) to deter-
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mine the regions where to perform object detection. They used three different seg-
mentation methods [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004, Comaniciu and Meer, 2002,
Shi and Malik, 2000], each with different parameters and put all the segments together
into what they called it a Soup of Segments. Finally, they allowed combinations of
up to three neighbouring segments — that were produced by the same segmentation
algorithm— to be merged and added to the Soup. They showed that their approach
improved the spatial support of objects in object recognition with respect to the sliding
window approach of Viola and Jones.
After the original work of [Malisiewicz and Efros, 2007], several other ap-
proaches followed. In [Van de Sande et al., 2011], the authors proposed a method
for generating object candidates based on a hierarchical segmentation. Their
method starts with an over-segmentation using the segmentation algorithm of
[Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004]. They define a similarity measure between seg-
ments, and as the algorithm goes a level up in the hierarchy, every two segments that
are most similar according to this measure become merged. The candidates delivered
in the end are all the segments across all hierarchy levels; potentially in the order of a
thousand.
Two popular approaches are the Objectness measure of [Alexe et al., 2012] and the
Randomized Prim Proposals of [Mane´n et al., 2013]. In [Alexe et al., 2012], the au-
thors propose a method for sampling windows and ranking them using a Naive Bayes
framework that combines saliency, color contrast, edge density, and location cues. The
method of [Mane´n et al., 2013] relies on an initial segmentation of the image into su-
perpixels. The algorithm randomly selects superpixels as seeds, and starts on each of
them a growing process based on the similarity of the segments. A random component
determines when to stop the growing process; this lets the method find objects that
might not have homogeneous colour properties.
A very successful approach is the Selective Search of [Uijlings et al., 2013]. It re-
lies on a simple idea and is entirely hand crafted —it does not rely on any machine
learning method—, yet the results turned out to be among the best in the com-
parisons performed in [Hosang et al., 2014]. The core of the idea is to start with
an initial over-segmentation of the image, based on which, segments are greedily
and iteratively merged according to their similarity. Several segmentation methods
[Comaniciu and Meer, 2002, Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004], colour spaces and
similarity measures are spanned within this hierarchical grouping algorithm to deliver
a final set of candidate object locations. The ranking of the proposals is the order in
which they were generated in the hierarchical grouping algorithm.
Other popular methods are the category independent object proposals of
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[Endres and Hoiem, 2010], the CPMC method [Carreira and Sminchisescu, 2010] or
the Geodesic object proposals of [Kra¨henbu¨hl and Koltun, 2014]. A recent comparison
between most of the methods we refer to here has been done in [Hosang et al., 2014]
and has been extended with more details in [Hosang et al., 2015].
To sum up, what all these methods have in common is their goal of delivering either
regions or bounding boxes that can be used by a recognition algorithm to find the
objects in an image. Among the common characteristics are that all of them rely purely
on visual cues (no use of depth data), they produce a set of proposals in the order of
1000-10 000, and incorporate a method for ranking them according to their objectness.
In the following section, we will cover the approaches that have been developed in the
robotics scientific community.
3.2.2. Object Discovery in Robotic Vision
Related methods for object discovery in robotic vision have followed a parallel path.
Due to the physical limitations of robots, the methods we find here tend to produce a
small but precise number of candidates: if a robot needs to get close to the object to
examine it, or even interact with it, it is not practical to have a set of 10 000 potential
candidates for a given camera frame. Furthermore, these methods tend to rely on depth
data (sometimes exclusively [Karpathy et al., 2013]); this modality is seldom used in
the computer vision community since the most popular object detection benchmarks
only have colour images [Everingham et al., 2010].
One of the first methods we find in this community was proposed by
[Mishra and Aloimonos, 2012]. The authors argued that it makes sense for a robot to
first segment the potential object and then recognise it, since the recognition module
already has the scale, shape and dimensions available. The authors propose a method
for segmenting objects that relies on finding attention points —or fixations— that lie in
the center of objects, and the use of the border ownership in the contour points (know-
ing on which side of the contour is the object). Generating fixations on the center of
objects was also done in the work of [Kootstra and Kragic, 2011]: their method gener-
ates a superpixel segmentation of the image, and fixation points based on a symmetry
operator. This is based on the assumption that objects are symmetric, and therefore,
the peaks in a symmetry map will lie on the center of objects. The symmetry seeds
are used to start a growing process of superpixels based on their similarity. Finally,
the authors propose a method to evaluate the objectness of the generated candidates
based on several Gestalt principles.
Following these ideas, we find the method [Potapova et al., 2014], which makes use
of depth data in order to find symmetry points that fall in the center of objects; see
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Figure 3.2.: Illustration of the method of [Potapova et al., 2014]. Figure from
[Potapova et al., 2014].
Fig. 3.2: in image b), the symmetry axes are denoted in green. Around the fixation
points, surface patches are clustered to form the final object segmentations/candidates.
In contrast to the method of Kootstra [Kootstra and Kragic, 2011], Potapova and col-
leagues [Potapova et al., 2014] rely on depth in order to compute features such as 3D
convexity or symmetry, which are potentially more stable indicators of objectness than
their equivalent in colour images. Furthermore, the features are used in the object
candidate building process, as opposed to [Kootstra and Kragic, 2011] where they are
exclusively used for the candidate ranking.
Other approaches use information about changes over time to segregate objects from
background [Herbst et al., 2011] or interact with possible object candidates to deter-
mine what is an object [Schiebener et al., 2014]. While these are useful approaches to
resolve ambiguities, it is certainly desirable to be able to find objects also without or
before interaction, and if possible already from a single view without having to observe
the scene over a long time.
In the family of object proposal generation methods we encounter in the computer
vision community, a large set of object candidates is generated, and the work of finding
those which are reliable objects is left to an object recognition module. In the robotic
vision literature, however, a lot of effort has been invested in obtaining a scene segmen-
tation, or a much smaller set of object candidates that with high confidence correspond
to actual objects. We think, however, that object recognition has to play an important
role in confirming which object hypotheses are actually objects and which not. This
could be done automatically or even with human interaction. Recognising the object
candidates is not a part of this thesis, but we outline how it could be incorporated in
future work in Chapter 7.
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In this chapter, we deal with the problem of finding objects in RGB-D scenes with-
out having a priori knowledge of what the objects look like or what class they belong
to. Our approach is based on a simple assumption: objects stick out of their envi-
ronment in some way. This difference can be in colour, intensity, texture, depth, or
other features. Such a measure of contrast is what is generally computed by bottom-
up attention systems in saliency maps. In our method, salient regions are extracted
from the saliency map to estimate the location and extent of objects. Their precise
boundaries are obtained by using segmentation in either colour or depth modalities,
or both. An overview of our approach is depicted in Fig. 4.1: for a given input image
(on the left), the saliency map (middle left) and image segmentation (middle right)
are computed. Saliency is used to glue segments together into object candidates (some
example candidates are shown on the rightmost image of the figure).
The idea to combine saliency and segmentation was inspired by the psychological
work of Rensink [Rensink, 2000]: he argues that in human perception, so-called proto-
objects are detected by perceptual organization rules, e.g., by segmentation processes
that bundle parts of the visual field. These proto-objects are combined by focused at-
tention to form coherent objects. Quoting Rensink: “Attention acts as a hand to grasp
proto-objects” [Rensink, 2000]. While in human vision such attention mechanisms con-
sist of bottom-up and top-down parts, top-down information is not always available in
technical systems. Thus, we focus on bottom-up attention here, which corresponds to
saliency computation. In our approach to object discovery, saliency acts as hand to
grasp visual segments.
This chapter is structured as follows. The saliency computation methods are de-
scribed in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. We evaluate the saliency system and obtain ap-
propriate parameters for the object discovery task in Section 4.1.3. In Section 4.1.4,
we explain how salient regions can be extracted from the saliency map. We cover
four segmentation approaches using either colour, depth, or both in Section 4.2. How
the segments are bundled together into object candidates with precise boundaries is
explained in Section 4.3. Post-processing of the object candidates and three ranking
strategies are discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Finally, we evaluate our
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Figure 4.1.: From left to right: original image, saliency map, image segmentation and
some of the generated object candidates.
method and compare it to other approaches to object discovery in Section 4.6.
Relevant publications The publications relevant for this Chap-
ter are: [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015b] and [Horbert et al., 2015]. In
[Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015b] we propose an object discovery method using a
single saliency map, integrate several segmentation methods, and finally compare three
different ranking strategies. Our contribution in [Horbert et al., 2015] is an alternative
way for computing saliency called multi-scale saliency, that is used in the general
object discovery method.
4.1. Locating Candidate Objects: Salient Region Extraction
A key step of our method is the extraction of salient regions from a saliency map.
In this section, we first introduce the VOCUS2 approach for computing saliency and
briefly evaluate and compare the saliency maps to other saliency systems. Then we
explain our approach for extracting salient regions from saliency maps.
4.1.1. Saliency Computation: VOCUS2
Visual saliency is the “distinct subjective perceptual quality which makes some items
in the world stand out from their neighbours and immediately grab our attention”
[Itti, 2007]. Since the first model of visual saliency from [Koch and Ullman, 1987] com-
putational attention systems that compute saliency have been proposed in great abun-
dance (see [Frintrop et al., 2010] for an extensive survey on the subject). However, as it
is said in [Frintrop et al., 2015] computing visual saliency mainly reduces to a measure
of contrast between visual regions.
In this section, we describe the VOCUS2 approach to computing saliency maps
[Frintrop et al., 2015]. The saliency computation is not a contribution of this thesis,
but rather a method we make use of.
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Figure 4.2.: General structure of the VOCUS2 saliency system. Figure from
[Frintrop et al., 2015]
Fig. 4.2 gives an overview of the VOCUS2 saliency system. It follows the typical
architecture of saliency systems: it contains several feature channels where contrast
is computed at different scales of observation, and such contrasts are fused across
scales and features into a saliency map. The approach has, however, several peculiar-
ities that make it different from the classical model proposed by Itti and colleagues
[Itti et al., 1998]. We outline their main differences in Table 4.1 and will explain them
in more detail in the following paragraphs.
Feature Channels
VOCUS2 has one intensity channel (I), and two colour channels (RG and BY ). The
orientation channel is not used since it tends to highlight borders of the objects. Here,
we are interested in having “valleys” at the border of objects, i.e., we want to have
black borders around the objects to ease the extraction of salient regions. The intensity
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iNVT VOCUS2
Features intensity (I), color (C), orientation (O) intensity (I), color (C)
Pyramid structure one pyramid twin pyramids (main difference)
one scale per layer multiple scales per layer
Feature fusion down-sampling up-sampling
weighting by uniqueness arithmetic mean
fuse color channels first, then intensity treat all 3 channels equally
Table 4.1.: Main differences between iNVT [Itti et al., 1998] and the VOCUS2 system
[Frintrop et al., 2015]. Table from [Frintrop et al., 2015].
channel I is obtained as
I = (R+G+B)/3. (4.1)
The two colour channels are built as the two dimensions of an opponent colour space
(as in [Klein and Frintrop, 2012]), which is based on the opponent theory of human
perception [Hurvich and Jameson, 1957]. Thus, we have one channel for Red/Green:
RG = R−G, (4.2)
and the other for Blue/Yellow:
BY = B − (R+G)/2. (4.3)
Each of these colour maps can be visualised with grayscale values. For example, in
the RG colour map, white pixels correspond to red colours and black pixels to green.
Contrast Computation
The core of a saliency system is the way it computes contrast. The method proposed in
the Itti model was to use a Difference-of-Gaussians filter (DoG). For pixel coordinates
x and y, and standard deviations σ1 and σ2 (more details in Chapter 2), the DoG is
defined as
DoG(x, y) =
1
2piσ21
· e−
x2+y2
2σ21 − 1
2piσ22
· e−
x2+y2
2σ22 . (4.4)
The DoG is known to emulate the computations performed by the retinal ganglion
cells of the human visual system [Rodieck, 1965]. Itti’s implementation subtracted non-
consecutive layers of the Gaussian pyramid to achieve this. However, this restricts the
possible center-surround ratios to the powers of 2 that are involved in the construction
of the pyramid. How is this done in VOCUS2? To answer this question let us describe
the scale-space structure used in VOCUS2.
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Scale-space Structure VOCUS2 computes a twin pyramid structure for each of the
feature channels: a center and a surround pyramid. Gaussian pyramids are often
computed by iteratively performing two operations: Gaussian smoothing of the input
image at the current level of the pyramid (using a Gaussian of σ = 2), plus a sub-
sampling operation where the resolution of the image is halved. In this representation,
the effective smoothing factor, σe, that is achieved at each level of the pyramid, also
called octave (o), is σe = 2
o: e.g., at octave 1 (o = 1), the effective smoothing factor
achieved is σ = 2. A more sophisticated approach to computing such a scale-space
representation is the one used in [Lowe, 2004], where each octave contains a number of
intermediate scales (S). In this representation, the effective smoothing factor that is
achieved at scale s and octave o is σe = 2
(o+ s
S
).
This second approach is the one used in VOCUS2 for constructing the center and
surround pyramids and is visualised in Fig. 4.3: the input to the process of construct-
ing the scale-space representation is the original image pre-convolved with the desired
smoothing factor (σc for the center pyramid or σs for the surround pyramid). The
effective smoothing factor required at each scale and octave is σe[s, o] = 2
(o+ s
S
); these
smoothing factors can be achieved by incrementally smoothing from one scale to the
next by using the fact that σe[s+ 1, o+ 1] =
√
σe[s, o]2 + σ2i . That means, that at each
step we can find the appropriate σi with which we have to smooth the scale s in order
to obtain the next one, s + 1. After S of such steps, the down-sampling operation is
performed.
The same principle of incremental smoothing is used when building the center and
surround pyramids: if the required center-surround ratio is, for example, 3-11, the
center pyramid is built with a Gaussian of σc = 3 pixels and the surround pyramid
is constructed with a Gaussian of σs = 11 pixels. The surround pyramid is actually
computed from the center pyramid by convolving each level of the center pyramid with
a Gaussian of standard deviation σi =
√
σ2s − σ2c (see Fig. 4.2).
Using this twin pyramid structure, the contrast computation is done by simply sub-
tracting the surround pyramid from the center one for on-off contrast, and vice versa
for off-on contrast. The result of the contrast computation step is two contrast pyra-
mids for each of the three feature channels: intensity, red/green and blue/yellow —see
Fig. 4.2. The contrast maps are denoted Xfi,j = C
f
i,j − Sfi,j for on-off contrasts and
Y fi,j = S
f
i,j − Cfi,j for off-on, with f ∈ {I,RG,BY } and i and j the octave and scale
indexes respectively. Negative values in the contrast maps are set to zero.
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Original Image
...Gaussian SmoothingSub-sampling
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Figure 4.3.: Computation of a Gaussian center pyramid for 2 scales.
Feature Fusion
The next step is to obtain feature maps by doing across scale addition of the contrast
maps. Thus, for each contrast pyramid, each layer is up-sampled to the size of the
lowest layer of the pyramid and all the contrast maps are summed up into one single
feature map. This results in one on-off, and one off-on feature map for each of the
feature channels, thus, six feature maps in total.
Conspicuity and Saliency Maps
To obtain the conspicuity maps, the feature maps are fused into a single map. This
can be done by different arithmetic operations such as summing, simple averaging,
geometric averaging, etc. In VOCUS2, this is done by default by simply averaging the
on-off and off-on maps into one conspicuity map per feature channel. The final saliency
map is computed by averaging the three conspicuity maps into a single saliency map.
4.1.2. Multi-scale Saliency Computation
In addition to the VOCUS2 method for computing saliency, we propose a method that
considers the different octaves of the pyramid independently, and therefore, computes
octave-specific saliency maps. That is, instead of having a single saliency map as
output, we have, in this approach, one saliency map per octave in the scale space. This
is motivated by two ideas: first, since objects of different sizes will achieve the strongest
response at different octaves, this allows us detecting nested candidates. For example,
if a fruit lies on a bowl, one octave will highlight the fruit and another one the bowl,
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Figure 4.4.: Left: the original image and the saliency map. Right: the octave-specific
saliency maps; from left to right and top to bottom, octaves 1, 2, 3 and 4
respectively.
resulting in candidates for both objects. Second, the response of each visual structure
will be more precise at the saliency level that best fits with its size: large structures
will show up clearer at higher levels.
In this multi-scale approach to compute saliency, the twin pyramids and the contrast
maps are computed as before: Xfi,j = C
f
i,j−Sfi,j for on-off contrasts and Y fi,j = Sfi,j−Cfi,j
for off-on, where negative values are set to zero, f ∈ {I,RG,BY } and i and j the
octave and scale indexes respectively. The difference is now, each octave i is kept
separately: We first sum up the contrasts obtained at each octave into the feature
maps F fi,on−off =
⊕
j X
f
i,j and F
f
i,off−on =
⊕
j Y
f
i,j , where
⊕
denotes across scale
addition, which in this case implies summing up the maps for a given octave i and up-
scaling to the original resolution. Now we can obtain each octave specific conspicuity
map as Cfi = g(F fi,on−off , F fi,off−on), where g computes the average between the two
feature maps.
Finally, the octave-specific saliency map Sali is obtained as Sali = h(CI , CRG, CBY ),
where h is simply the arithmetic mean. We keep g and h as different functions be-
cause, in principle, the fusion operations can be performed in different ways: using a
max operator, or using a non-linear function that favours maps with few peaks as in
[Frintrop, 2006].
A visual example is shown in Fig. 4.4: the four saliency maps on the right side are
the octave-specific saliency maps for each of the octaves (1, 2, 3 and 4). It can be seen
that the saliency map of octave 3 is where the apple has the highest response, as well
as where its boundaries are most clearly separated. On the single saliency map (left
side of the figure), the apple does not achieve such a clear separation.
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Figure 4.5.: Precision-recall curves for the MSRA-10k dataset (left) and the Coffee Ma-
chine Sequence (right). Figure adapted from [Frintrop et al., 2015].
4.1.3. Saliency System Evaluation
Before we continue with the description of the object discovery method, we want to
justify the choice of the saliency system based on the results obtained in the task of
salient object segmentation. Salient object segmentation is the task of segmenting the
most salient object[s] in an image, and performing such task is a typical way of eval-
uating saliency systems. A popular benchmark is the MSRA 10k [Cheng et al., 2015].
It contains 10.000 images where the most salient object has been manually annotated
by users.
We compare VOCUS2 with the following saliency systems: Itti’s iNVT
[Itti et al., 1998], the SaliencyToolbox (STB) [Walther and Koch, 2006], HZ08
[Hou and Zhang, 2008], AIM [Bruce and Tsotsos, 2009], AC09 [Achanta et al., 2009],
AC10 [Achanta and Su¨sstrunk, 2010] and CoDi [Klein and Frintrop, 2012].
To evaluate the saliency maps we followed the method of [Achanta et al., 2009]:
saliency maps are thresholded with an increasing k ∈ [0, 255]. This results in binarised
maps which are intersected with the ground truth. The pixels in the intersection can
be used to obtain precision and recall values: precision is the number of correct pixels
divided by the number of pixels in the thresholded saliency map. On the other hand,
recall is the number of correct pixels divided by the number of pixels in the ground
truth.
The results are shown in the left plot of Fig. 4.5. The precision-recall curve shows
that VOCUS2 obtains a similar curve as CoDi and outperforms the rest of the meth-
ods. Note, however, that in this evaluation we omitted the comparison with saliency
methods that make use of segmentation processes. In Chapter 6, we propose a method
for improving the saliency maps that makes use of segmentation, and show an extensive
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Figure 4.6.: Example results obtained on the CMS dataset. From left to right: origi-
nal image, ground truth, saliency map for VOCUS2, CoDi, iNVT, AC10,
HSaliency, Yan13. Figure from [Frintrop et al., 2015].
evaluation on the most popular benchmarks and methods on salient object segmenta-
tion.
Parameter Tuning for Object Discovery
We want to obtain the right set of parameters for the task at hand, which in our case
is object discovery. For this, we tuned the saliency system parameters using the Coffee
Machine Sequence (CMS), which appeared first in [Mart´ın Garc´ıa and Frintrop, 2013].
The CMS is a challenging RGB-D sequence for object discovery which lasts for 436
frames and has manually annotated ground truth for every 30th frame. It has much
clutter, a total of 80 distinct objects appearing throughout the sequence and up to 48
objects per frame.
We evaluated the performance of VOCUS2 on this sequence for different parameter
sets, and compared the results to other saliency systems. The optimal parameters we
obtained where the following: octaves from 0 to 4, 2 scales, a center σc of 2 pixels, and
a surround σs of 6 pixels, thus, a center-surround ratio of 2:6. This parameter set will
be used in the following evaluations of the object discovery system.
The saliency maps obtained for some frames of the CMS for all the saliency methods
evaluated are shown in Fig. 4.6. The corresponding precision-recall curves are shown
on the right plot of Fig. 4.5: it can be seen that VOCUS2 performs clearly better than
the other saliency systems.
4.1.4. Salient Region Extraction
Once we have the saliency map, our next step is to obtain salient regions from it.
Obtaining such regions by means of thresholding is difficult. In the case of a binary
threshold one has to determine at which level to do it. However, it is rather the relative
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differences between pixel values what determines the different regions. If one decides
then for adaptive thresholding, which considers the relative differences between the
pixels’ saliencies and not their absolute values, one still has to determine the size of the
kernel that defines the neighbourhood of each pixel [Frintrop et al., 2014].
Instead, we propose a two step approach for obtaining salient regions. The first step
is to find the local maxima L = {l1, ..., ln} in the saliency map Sal(x, y). In the ideal
case, the peaks in the saliency map correspond to the centre of objects, where the
highest saliency is reached.
The second step is to determine the salient regions by doing region growing
[Adams and Bischof, 1994] seeded on the local maxima. Seeded region growing starts
at the pixel seed and recursively investigates all the neighbour pixels. For every candi-
date pixel p = (xp, yp), it computes whether Sal(xl, yl) ≥ Sal(xp, yp) ≥ Sal(xl, yl)× t,
with 0 < t ≤ 1. By running this procedure for two different values of t (we chose 0.3
and 0.4), we obtain two salient regions for each local maximum. Finally, the complete
set of salient regions R = {r1, ..., r2n} is returned for the next step in the pipeline.
Since this procedure can be applied to any saliency map, we propose two strategies
based on the saliency methods described in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2:
Single Saliency Map Region Extraction (S1)
The first strategy for extracting salient blobs (S1 ) is to compute a single saliency map
using VOCUS2, as described in Section 4.1.1: compute contrast on several feature
channels at different layers of the pyramid, and fuse the conspicuities into a single
saliency map. There, one can apply the salient region extraction described before. We
summarise the steps in Alg. 1:
Algorithm 1 S1 - Extract Salient Regions
1: procedure S1-ExtractSalientRegions
Input: Image I
Output: A set of salient regions R = {r1, ..., r2n}
2: Compute saliency map Sal on the input image I
3: L = {l1, ..., ln} := find local maxima(Sal)
4: R = {r1, ..., r2n} := seeded region growing(Sal,L)
Multi-Scale Saliency Region Extraction (S2)
In this method, we use the multi-scale saliency computation of Section 4.1.2. That
means, instead of having a single saliency map, we have one per level of the pyramid.
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Smaller structures will tend to show up in the regions extracted for the lower levels
of the pyramid, and bigger ones in the higher levels. The salient region extraction
procedure is therefore applied to the octave-specific saliency maps, resulting in a set
of salient regions for each octave (in our experiments, we used octaves 1 to 4). We
summarise the steps in Alg. 2:
Algorithm 2 S2 - Extract Salient Regions
1: procedure S2-ExtractSalientRegions
Input: Image I
Output: A set of salient regions R = {r1, ..., r2n}
2: Compute octave-specific saliency maps O = {Salo1 , ..., Salop} on the input im-
age I
3: for Saloi ∈ O do
4: Li = {l1, ..., lni} := find local maxima(Saloi)
5: Ri = {r1, ..., r2ni} := seeded region growing(Saloi ,L)
6: R := R ∪Ri
In the following algorithmic descriptions, we will refer to a general procedure called
ExtractSalientRegions which maps to the desired mode for extracting salient re-
gions (Alg. 1 for S1 or Alg. 2 for S2).
4.2. Integrating Image and Depth Segmentation
The salient regions extracted from the saliency map give us a good estimate of the
location and dimensions of the objects present in the scene. However, in order to
obtain their precise boundaries, we make use of a segmentation of the image as well
as the depth map. We will evaluate four different methods. The first one (M1) relies
purely on a colour segmentation; the second one (M2) is based on a segmentation of
the depth map; the third one (M3) is a segmentation method that combines colour
and depth —what we call the early fusion of colour and depth; the fourth one (M4)
consists in putting together the candidates obtained independently with the M1 and
M2 methods—what we call the late fusion approach.
4.2.1. Method 1 (M1): Felzenszwalb Segmentation
We chose the Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher algorithm
[Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2004] for segmenting colour images into percep-
tually coherent segments. The authors proposed a method that constructs a graph
based on the pixel neighbourhoods, and iteratively merges groups of pixels into regions,
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keeping a trade-off between the internal variability of the regions and the difference
between neighbouring components.
The algorithm constructs a graph on the image G = (V,E) where each node v ∈ V is
a pixel, and each edge e ∈ E connects two neighbouring pixels. Furthermore, a weight
function is defined on the edges as the absolute difference between the intensity values
of the pixels it connects:
w(e) = |I(pi)− I(pj)|, (4.5)
where e = (vi, vj) is the edge connecting vertices vi and vj , and I(pi) and I(pj) are
their respective pixel intensities. This weight function can be easily adapted to compute
the difference in colour values —e.g., in our case by computing their Euclidean distance.
A difference predicate between two components (subsets of neighbouring pixels C ⊆
V ) D(C1, C2) is defined in order to decide whether there is evidence for a boundary
between them —and so, they should not be merged into one component. It is defined
as
D(C1, C2) =
true if Dif(C1, C2) > MInt(C1, C2)false otherwise .
The predicate D(C1, C2) evaluates whether the difference between two components,
Dif(C1, C2), is large enough when compared to a function of the internal difference of
the two components:
MInt(C1, C2) = min(Int(C1) +
k
|C1| , Int(C2) +
k
|C2|). (4.6)
The function MInt(C1, C2) has one adjustable parameter, k, that regulates the
amount of variability that is tolerated inside the components and so, indirectly, the
size of the segments. The internal difference of a component, Int(C), is defined as the
largest weight in the minimum spanning tree of the component MST (C,E):
Int(C) = max
w∈MST (C,E)
w(e). (4.7)
Finally, the difference between two components, Dif(C1, C2), is the minimum edge
weight connecting them:
Dif(C1, C2) = min
vi∈C1,vj∈C2,(vi,vj)∈E
w(vi, vj). (4.8)
The algorithm iterates over the edges e ∈ E, sorted in ascending order according to
their weight w(e), picking the vertices joined by e: vi and vj . The regions Ci and Cj ,
in which vi and vj are contained, are merged if the predicate D(Ci, Cj) does not hold
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Figure 4.7.: Image from the Kitchen Dataset (top left) and its corresponding M1 seg-
mentations for different values of the k parameter: k = 200 (top right),
k = 100 (bottom left) and k = 50 (bottom right).
and are kept separate otherwise. If they are merged, the new internal difference of the
resulting component is updated according to Eq. 4.7.
By tuning the parameter k one can adjust the level of over-segmentation required.
We set k = 200 in our experiments. We show examples of the segmentations obtained
for k = 200, k = 100 and k = 50 in Fig. 4.7.
4.2.2. Method 2 (M2): Surface Normals Clustering
The second method relies solely on depth information to produce image segments. It
takes as input a 3D point cloud C — a set of 3D points {q} and their respective
surface normals {n}— obtained from a single depth map. Each point has three spatial
coordinates q = (qx, qy, qz) and a vector that is normal to the surface n.
As in the first stage of the method of Potapova et al . [Potapova et al., 2014], we
cluster points into planar patches based on their surface normals. The surface normal
n of each point q is used as the initial model of the plane at that point. The algorithm
will now try to add neighbouring points to S, the segment seeded by point q: for a
candidate point q′ with surface normal n′, the point is added to the segment if two
conditions are satisfied: 1) the scalar product of the two normal vectors is below a
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Figure 4.8.: In gray the plane model with point average q and normal average n. A
candidate point q′ with surface normal n′.
given threshold t1:
n · n′ < t1 (4.9)
and 2), that
qq′ · n′ > t2, (4.10)
where qq′ is the vector that goes from q to q′. We illustrate this in Fig. 4.8: the
first condition, Eq. 4.9, makes sure that the normal of the plane, n, and the one of the
candidate point, n′, are as parallel as possible; the second condition, Eq. 4.10, makes
sure that both are on the same plane, i.e., that the vector qq′ is as perpendicular as
possible to n′.
If both conditions hold, the candidate point q′ is added to the component S: S :=
S ∪ {q′}. Then, the component’s normal n and average point q are updated as
n :=
n · |S|+ n′
|S|+ 1 , q :=
q · |S|+ q′
|S|+ 1 . (4.11)
Planar patches are iteratively created until all points belong to some patch —
segment— or are labelled as noise.
An example of the segments obtained with this method is shown in Fig. 4.9. The
limitations of the method have to do with the sensor used to obtain the depth maps.
In the ASUS Xtion pro sensor —as in Kinect—, since the focal lengths of the depth
and the colour sensors are not the same, not every pixel in the colour image gets a
depth value in the end: see the black frame around the segmentation of Fig. 4.9 which
corresponds to missing depth measurements. The second issue is that measurements
farther away than 4 meters contain increasingly more noise and therefore result in
noisy surface patches. Finally, because Kinect is an active sensor projecting an infra
red pattern to the environment, black or glass made objects usually cause missing depth
measurements to arise: see the bottles in the middle of the image for example. Despite
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Figure 4.9.: Frame from the Kitchen Dataset and its corresponding M2 segmentation.
all these drawbacks, when the camera is close enough to the scene, the surface patches
are reliably obtained.
4.2.3. Method 3 (M3): RGB-D Supervoxel Segmentation
Method M3 is the RGB-D segmentation approach of [Papon et al., 2013], which gener-
ates volumetric segmentations of colour point clouds.1 A colour point cloud is de-
fined as a set of points {q} containing 3D position as well as colour information:
q = (qx, qy, qz, R,G,B). The use of this segmentation method is what we call the
early fusion of colour and depth: both are used in the segmentation method before the
object candidates are generated.
The algorithm starts by discretising the 3D space into a voxel grid VG of resolution
Rvoxel (the size of the voxels). Seed voxels are evenly distributed over the 3D space by
first creating a voxel grid SG of resolution Rseed (with Rseed much greater than Rvoxel),
and then by choosing the closest occupied voxel in the voxel grid VG to each of the
voxel centers in SG.
The connectivity between voxels is 26-adjacency (9 neighbours in the upper row, or
horizontal section, 9 in the lower row, and 8 neighbours in the same row), which is used
to compute an adjacency graph in 3D. The supervoxel segments are now computed by
performing an iterative clustering algorithm in the following space:
~F = [x, y, z, L, a, b,FPFH 1..33] (4.12)
where x, y, z are the 3D coordinates of the voxels, L, a, b are the colour values in
the CIELAB space [Hunt, 1991], and FPFH1..33 (for Fast Point Feature Histograms)
are 33 local surface features which are pose invariant [Rusu et al., 2009]. The next
1We used the implementation from the PCL library http://pointclouds.org/documentation/
tutorials/supervoxel_clustering.php
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Figure 4.10.: Frame from the Kitchen dataset and its corresponding RGB-D supervoxel
segmentation.
element we need to define is a distance measure in this space. The distance measure
combines the individual distances in colour, space and local surface features, each of
them properly normalised:
D =
√
λD2c
m2
+
µD2s
3R2seed
+ D2f (4.13)
where the spatial distance Ds is normalised by the largest possible distance between
seed centres
√
3 ·Rvoxel (the space diagonal of each seed voxel2); the colour distance Dc
is the euclidean distance in the CIELAB colour space, and Df measures the distance be-
tween local surface features using the Histogram Intersection Kernel [Barla et al., 2003].
Variables λ, µ and  weight the relative importance of the distance measures.
The evenly distributed seeds are going to start a region growing process across the 3D
adjacency graph where the neighbours are going to be recursively visited as long as their
distance to the cluster center (seed) is the shortest of all. Therefore, for each cluster
center —or segment—, if the distance of the visited voxel is the shortest of all, the
voxel is assigned to that cluster. Exploring neighbours based on the adjacency graph
prevents from having clusters that are not contiguous in space, and thus, eventually
traversing object boundaries. After each iteration, the cluster centers are recomputed
as the current mean of all its members.
This method is an alternative to M1 and M2 that integrates colour and depth. An
example of a segmentation is shown in Fig. 4.10. This method has, a priori, one unde-
sirable property: it over-segments the image into regions where we would expect one
consistent segment. See for example the white wall in Fig. 4.10: it has a homoge-
neous texture and is a flat surface; however, the method breaks it in evenly distributed
2The space diagonal “of a polyhedron is a line connecting two vertices that are not on the same face”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_diagonal
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Figure 4.11.: Overview of the M4 Method: the image and the depth map are segmented
independently. Saliency is used to generate colour and depth candidates
based on their respective segmentations; both sets of candidates are finally
merged together and ranked. Fig. from [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015b].
segments.
4.2.4. Method 4 (M4): Late Fusion of Color and Depth Candidates
As an alternative to the early fusion approach of method M3, we propose a late fusion
approach of colour and depth. That is, instead of producing a segmentation that already
considers depth and colour distances between pixels, we propose here to produce object
candidates based on the colour and depth segmentations (M1 and M2) independently,
and put them together afterwards.
As we will show in the evaluation, color and depth candidates are complementary:
we obtain better results with this late fusion method than with the early fusion in M3.
The late fusion approach of M4 is illustrated in Fig. 4.11.
4.3. From Segments to Object Proposals
At this point, we have salient regions and segments and we have to determine how
segments form object candidates. The selection of segments works in the same way
for each of the segmentation methods: for each salient region r, we pick the segments
si ∈ {s1, ..., sm} which overlap at least a fraction γ of the area of si. We set this overlap
to γ = 0.30 with respect to the segment.
We show the general steps for generating object proposals for the M1, M2 and M3
segmentation methods in Alg. 3. The pseudo-code for generating M4 object candidates
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Algorithm 3 M1-M2-M3 Generate Salient Object Proposals
1: procedure M1-M2-M3-GenerateProposals
Input: Image I, Depth map D
Input: A mode for extracting salient regions ext ∈ {”S1”, ”S2”}
Input: Segmentation mode mode ∈ {”M1”, ”M2”, ”M3”}
Output: A set of object proposals {C1, ..., C2n}
2: R := ExtractSalientRegions(I,ext)
3: S = {s1, ..., sm} :=over segment(I,D,mode)
4: for ri ∈ R do
5: for sj ∈ S do
6: if |ri ∩ sj | > γ · |sj | then
7: Ci := Ci ∪ {sj}
is shown in Alg. 4. In both algorithms we call a general procedure called Extract-
SalientRegions which executes either S1 or S2 to extract salient regions.
To summarize the steps: first, saliency is computed on the input image; second,
salient regions are extracted from the saliency map; finally, the salient regions are used
to glue together the segments obtained from one of the four different segmentation
algorithms.
4.4. Post-processing
As a last step before ranking the proposals in a suitable order, we perform two post-
processing steps. First, non-maxima suppression is performed and duplicate candidates
are removed. We check for the intersection of each pair of candidates and measure the
two overlap ratios: each ratio is the number of pixels in the intersection divided by
the number of pixels in one of the candidates. If both ratios are higher than a fixed
threshold of 0.8 then the candidate with a lower ranking score (see next section) is
removed. Second, object candidates larger than 2/3 of the image width/height in one
of their dimensions are removed for being too large.
4.5. Proposal Ranking
An important step is to sort object proposals according to some objectness measure, i.e.,
to rank the proposals according to their quality so that the most promising candidates
are picked first. We investigated three different approaches for ranking the object
candidates.
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Algorithm 4 M4 Generate Salient Object Proposals
1: procedure M4-GenerateProposals
Input: Image I, Depth map D
Input: A mode for extracting salient regions ext ∈ {”S1”, ”S2”}
Output: A set of object proposals {C1, ..., C2n}
2: R := ExtractSalientRegions(I)
3: S1 = {s11, ..., s1m1} := over segment(I,“M1”)
4: S2 = {s21, ..., s2m2} := over segment(D,“M2”)
5: for ri ∈ R do
6: for s1j ∈ S1 do
7: if |ri ∩ s1j | > γ · |s1j | then
8: Ci := Ci ∪ {s1j}
9: for s2k ∈ S2 do
10: if |ri ∩ s2k| > γ · |s2k| then
11: Cn+i := Cn+i ∪ {s2k}
4.5.1. Saliency-Area Ranking (R1)
As a first approach, we used the average saliency of a candidate c = {pi}Ni=0 for ranking,
where a candidate c contains N pixels pi. However, small proposals have a higher
saliency: the region growing process (Sec. 4.1.4) starts at a local maximum and the
larger it grows, the more pixels enter the region that have lower saliency values. Thus,
to avoid this size bias towards small objects we incorporated the size of the candidate
into the ranking score:
sal area score(p) = avg saliency(p) ∗
√
N, (4.14)
where the average saliency is simply avg saliency(p) = 1N
∑N
i=0 sal(pi) and the area
of the candidate is the number of pixels it contains, N .
4.5.2. 3D Convexity Ranking (R2)
Our second ranking approach (R2 ) sorts candidates according to their 3D convexity.
3D convexity is a feature that is commonly used in robotics algorithms for object
discovery [Karpathy et al., 2013, Potapova et al., 2014]. It is also known to be among
the Gestalt cues that influence the figure-ground segregation processes in human vision
[Kanizsa and Gerbino, 1976].
We compute this feature following the method of [Potapova et al., 2014]. Given a
candidate object’s 3D point cloud {qi}Ni=1, we compute their convex hull V , consisting
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of a set of visible faces {vj}. The convexity measure κ is computed as the mean of the
shortest distances from the object points to the visible surfaces of the object’s convex
hull:
κ =
1
N
∑
qi
dmin(qi, V ), (4.15)
where N is the number of object points and dmin(qi, V ) is the shortest distance from
the point to the visible faces
dmin(qi, V ) = min
j
d(qi, vj). (4.16)
Since this feature averages distances from points to planes, the lower the value the
more convex the object is. In the limit, imagine a sphere, where every point has one
tangent plane and therefore the distances are zero for each of the points.
4.5.3. SVM Ranking (R3)
Our last approach for ranking the object candidates R3 uses Support Vector Machines
(SVM), a well known machine learning algorithm, to learn the objectness of object
candidate masks as a function of different features. The features we considered are
—in parenthesis their index in the feature vector:
• (1-7) Hu’s image moments [Hu, 1962]. These are well known descriptors of shape
which are invariant to rotation and scale.
• (8) The 3D convexity measure of Section 4.5.2.
• (9) The area of the object candidate mask normalised to the area of the complete
image.
• (10) The average saliency of the proposal as in ranking R1 (Section 4.5.1).
• (11) The perimeter of the object candidate mask normalized to the image area.
• (12) The normalized average depth of the proposal.
Hu’s moments We will try to synthesise the important ideas about Hu’s moments
following Chapter 2 of Liao’s thesis [Liao, 1993]. Hu’s moments were developed as a
way to characterise a function —in this case an image— in a unique way. The moment
of order (p+ q) of a function f(x, y) is defined as
Mpq =
∫ ∫
xp yq f(x, y) dx dy . (4.17)
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The moment of order 0 of a function would measure the total mass of the function:
M00 =
∫ ∫
f(x, y) dx dy . (4.18)
There are two first order moments:
M10 =
∫ ∫
x f(x, y) dx dy, M01 =
∫ ∫
y f(x, y) dx dy, (4.19)
which can be interpreted as the center of mass of f . The image coordinates of the
center of mass of the function can be computed as
x¯ =
M01
M00
, y¯ =
M10
M00
. (4.20)
The coordinates of the center of mass can now be used as a reference point to describe
function f . Let us now define the central moments of f(x, y) as
µpq =
∫ ∫
(x− x¯)p (y − y¯)q f(x, y) dx dy . (4.21)
Based on this definition of central moments, Hu defined a set of seven functions that
are invariant under object scale, translation and rotation, which we use as part of our
set of features:
φ1 = µ20 + µ02 (4.22)
φ2 = (µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211 (4.23)
φ3 = (µ30 − 3µ12)2 + (µ21 − µ03)2 (4.24)
φ4 = (µ30 − µ12)2 + (µ21 − µ03)2 (4.25)
φ5 = (µ30 − 3µ12)(µ30 + µ12)[(µ30 + µ12)2 − 3(µ21 + µ03)2]
+(3µ21 − µ03)(µ21 + µ03)[3(µ30 + µ12)2 − (µ21 + µ03)2] (4.26)
φ6 = (µ20 − µ02)[(µ30 + µ12)2 − (µ21 + µ03)2]
+4µ11(µ30 + µ12)(µ21 + µ03) (4.27)
φ7 = (3µ21 − µ03)(µ30 + µ12)[(µ30 + µ12)2 − 3(µ21 + µ03)2]
−(µ30 − 3µ12)(µ21 + µ03)[3(µ30 + µ12)2 − (µ21 + µ03)] (4.28)
With this set of features we trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[Chang and Lin, 2011] with a radial basis function (RBF) to learn a classification func-
tion between objects/non-objects. The output of the SVM, which is the distance to
the separating hyperplane between the two classes, can be used as a score to rank the
object candidates according to their objectness.
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4.6. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our family of methods for object discovery on several pub-
licly available datasets. As we have explained throughout this chapter, there are two
possible strategies for extracting salient regions, S1 and S2; four possible segmentation
methods, M1, M2, M3 and M4; and three different ranking strategies, R1, R2 and R3.
All together, this means 36 possible combinations. To lower this number, we will first
evaluate the ranking strategies separately, and fix the ranking method to the one that
proved most successful.
This section is structured as follows: first, we introduce the datasets and metrics for
the evaluation. Then, we evaluate the ranking methods independently. Based on the
results obtained, in the following evaluations we will fix the ranking strategy to the
one that performs best, and then evaluate our other 8 object discovery variants and
compare them to other state-of-the-art methods.
4.6.1. Object Discovery Datasets
We use three publicly available datasets: the Washington Dataset for Object Recogni-
tion [Lai et al., 2011], our own Coffee Machine Sequence (CMS), which appeared first in
[Mart´ın Garc´ıa and Frintrop, 2013], and the Kitchen Object Discovery Dataset (KOD)
[Horbert et al., 2015]. The three of them contain RGB-D data.
Washington Dataset The Washington Dataset3 appeared in [Lai et al., 2011] as a
benchmark for object recognition.4 It contains 8 sequences of indoor scenes recorded
with a Kinect camera (see some examples of the sequences in Fig. 4.12). The ground
truth was manually annotated in the form of bounding boxes for some of the objects
that show up in the sequences. It can be argued that the sequences are relatively easy,
showing objects placed on table top surfaces.
Coffee Machine Sequence (CMS) The CMS is a challenging highly cluttered scene
for object discovery, with a total of 80 distinct objects appearing throughout the se-
quence and up to 48 objects per frame. It lasts for 436 frames, and has manually
annotated ground truth for every 30th frame with consistent labels throughout the
frames. Some frames with their corresponding annotated ground truth are shown in
Fig. 4.13.
3Available online at http://rgbd-dataset.cs.washington.edu/dataset/
4There is also the recent dataset of [Lai et al., 2014], but the sequences do not add difficulty to the
task of object discovery.
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Figure 4.12.: Colour frames from six of the eight sequences of the Washington Dataset
and the annotated ground truth as bounding boxes.
Kitchen Object Discovery Dataset (KOD) The last dataset consists of four chal-
lenging video sequences recorded in real-world kitchen environments containing a high
degree of clutter. The sequences have on average about 600 frames and contain up to 80
objects. It was introduced in [Horbert et al., 2015]5 as an object discovery benchmark,
with ground truth manually annotated on every 30th frame. The object identities are
kept consistent in the labels throughout the sequences. Some frames together with the
annotated ground truth are shown in Fig. 4.14.
4.6.2. Metrics
We consider object candidates to be correct if they satisfy the Pascal criterion, i.e.,
if the intersection-over-union (IoU) ratio is greater than 0.5 [Everingham et al., 2007].
Keeping [Everingham et al., 2007] notation, for a candidate bounding box Bp and some
ground truth bounding box Bgt, the candidate is considered correct if the ratio
IoU =
area(Bp ∩Bgt)
area(Bp ∪Bgt) (4.29)
is greater than 0.5, where Bp ∩ Bgt is the intersection of both bounding boxes and
Bp ∪Bgt is their union.
Such a ratio can be computed at the pixel level when both the object mask and the
annotated ground truth are pixel precise. Since some of the methods we compare to
only provide bounding boxes, we compute this ratio for bounding boxes for all of the
5Available online at http://www.vision.rwth-aachen.de/projects/kod/
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Figure 4.13.: Colour frames from Coffe Machine Sequence and its corresponding ground
truth.
methods to have a fair comparison.
In the following we will measure the performance of the methods in terms of the
candidates that successfully find objects, and in terms of the quality of those candidates.
Therefore, we will evaluate the following metrics:
Precision It is the ratio of correct candidates that are returned by the algorithm for
a given frame:
precision =
| {ground truth objects} ∩ {generated candidates}|
|generated candidates| (4.30)
Recall It is the ratio of retrieved objects over the total number of ground truth objects
in a given frame:
recall =
| {ground truth objects} ∩ {generated candidates}|
|ground truth objects| (4.31)
Based on these two metrics we produce the following plots:
Precision / Number of Proposals (Frame-based) This plot shows how the precision
evolves as the number of generated proposals grows. It is measured for each frame
independently.
Recall / Number of Proposals (Frame-based) Equivalently, this plot shows how
the recall evolves as the number of generated proposals grows. That means, of the
objects present in a given frame, it measures the ratio of objects found by the generated
candidates. It is measured for each frame independently.
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Figure 4.14.: Colour frames from three sequences of the Kitchen Dataset and their
corresponding ground truth.
Recall / IoU (Frame-based) This plot shows the recall as a function of the IoU. It
lets us evaluate the quality of the generated object candidates.
Global Recall / Time (sequence-based) This is a measure of recall considering the
identity of the objects consistent throughout the sequence. That means, if an object
appears in several frames of the sequence, for the global recall it is enough that a
proposal finds it in one frame and not in the others. Therefore, it is measured globally
on the whole sequence. In this type of plot we show how the global recall measure
evolves over time.
Global Recall / Number of Proposals (Sequence-based) As before, this plot shows
global recall as a global measure of the ratio of objects found throughout the whole
sequence. In this plot, it is displayed as a function of the number of proposals. This
plot gives an idea of how many proposals are needed to achieve a desired global recall
value.
4.6.3. Evaluation of the Ranking Methods
In the first part of the evaluation, we compare the three ranking methods explained
in Section 4.5. Namely, the saliency-area score (R1 ), the convexity score (R2 ), and
the SVM score (R3 ). Because method R3 involves learning on training data, we used
the Washington Dataset as training and test set and divided it in two parts. The first
part was used first for training and the second one for testing, and then the second
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Figure 4.15.: Precision and recall for S1-M4 using the three ranking methods on the
Coffee Machine Sequence. In parentheses the AUC values.
part was used for training and the first for testing. The model learned in the first
part of the dataset was used to test on the Coffee Machine Sequence as well as the
Kitchen Dataset in the rest of the experiments. As we mention in Section 4.5, we use
a radial basis function (RBF) in our SVM: K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ||xi − xj ||2), where xi
and xj are points in the feature space, and the meta-parameter γ was determined by
cross-validation on the Washington Dataset.
In Fig. 4.15, we show the results obtained in the Coffee Machine Sequence for our
method S1-M4 (single saliency region extraction, late fusion of colour and depth can-
didates) using the three available ranking strategies. The curves show a much better
performance of the SVM ranking method (R3) in both the precision and recall curves
with respect to the other two. As can be seen in the plots, neither the area score nor
the convexity score alone are able to give a good set of proposals for the first 50 candi-
dates. The SVM ranking, however, achieves high precision values for the lowest number
of proposals and decays progressively until it converges with the other methods.
The results justify that in the following, we chose the R3 ranking strategy for the
evaluation of the segmentation and salient region extraction methods.
4.6.4. Evaluation of the Object Proposals
Our method for object discovery consists of three main elements: salient region extrac-
tion (methods S1 and S2), image/depth map segmentation (methods M1, M2, M3, and
M4), and candidate ranking strategy (methods R1, R2, and R3). In order to simplify
the evaluation of all the possible combinations for each of the stages, we will use in the
following the R3 ranking strategy, since it showed in the previous section (Sec. 4.6.3) a
clear superiority with respect to the other two methods.
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Figure 4.16.: Avg. precision and recall over proposals for the Washington Dataset
(AUCs in parenthesis). Comparison of our S1 (left) and S2 (right) meth-
ods in their four segmentation variants with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n,
Potapova and Selective Search.
Thus, in the following, we evaluate the eight possible variants of our method inter-
nally (fixing R3, we have combinations such as S1-M1, S2-M1, etc.) and also com-
pare them to four other state of the art methods in object discovery. Namely, the
method of [Potapova et al., 2014], the Objectness measure of [Alexe et al., 2012], the
Randomized Prim approach of [Mane´n et al., 2013] and the Selective Search method of
[Uijlings et al., 2013].
Washington Dataset
To have an overview of the results, average precision and recall plots are shown in
Fig. 4.16, the global recall over proposals is shown in Fig. 4.17 and recall over IoU
average plots are shown in Fig. 4.18. The full set of plots for the eight individ-
ual sequences are shown in Appendix A. We compare our methods to the Selective
Search of [Uijlings et al., 2013], the method of [Mane´n et al., 2013], the method of
[Alexe et al., 2012] and the one of [Potapova et al., 2014].
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Figure 4.17.: Global recall over number of proposals. Comparison of our S1 (left) and
S2 (right) methods in their four segmentation variants with the methods
of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search. Average values for the
Washington Dataset (AUCs in parenthesis).
Recall The Washington Dataset contains few objects and not all the objects that
are present are labelled in the ground truth. Therefore, it can be argued that the
dataset is relatively simple, and this is reflected in the recall plots (see the bottom row
of Fig. 4.16): for a small number of proposals (below 50 per frame) all our methods
achieve high recall values (above 0.8 for S1-M4, for example). Among the competitors,
the methods of Alexe and the Selective Search reach comparable results towards the
end of the curve (after 150 proposals are considered).
Precision In terms of precision (see the top row of Fig. 4.16), it can be seen that when
generating below 50 proposals per frame, our methods achieve the highest precision
values, together with the method of Potapova. It has to be noted, that the method of
Potapova does not produce 255 proposals per frame, but rather something between 20
and 30 proposals, and we decided to prolong the curve in the plots at the end value
it reached. Looking at the plots, it can be observed that the precision values reached
by our methods are high at the beginning, meaning that the ranking method works
well. The end values, however, are relatively low (our methods converge to a precision
value below 0.2), which can be explained by the low number of objects that are present
in this dataset, and that additionally not all of them are labelled. However, they are
much higher than the other competitors: Selective Search, the method of Alexe and
the one of Mane´n converge at a value below 0.1.
Global Recall The global recall is plotted as a function of the number of proposals
in Fig. 4.17. The plots reflect the low difficulty of this dataset: all methods reach a
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Figure 4.18.: Recall over IoU. Comparison of our S1 (left) and S2 (right) methods
in their four segmentation variants with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n,
Potapova and Selective Search. Average values for the Washington
Dataset (AUCs in parenthesis).
global recall of 1 with a few proposals per frame (below 50). In Appendix A, we show
additionally the global recall over time plots for the individual sequences. There, it
can be seen that after a few frames, most of the objects that show up in the scene are
recalled by all methods.
Quality of the Proposals We show the recall over IoU in Fig. 4.18. These plots show
what recall would be achieved if a given IoU is desired: the higher the IoU, the higher
the quality of the object candidates. It can be seen that our methods are consistently
better than the competitors, especially as the required IoU gets higher values. The
best results were obtained by S1-M4 and S2-M4 with AUCs of 0.23762 and 0.23745
respectively.
To sum up the results, in terms of recall, the colour and depth modalities were
complementary. That means that some objects are best retrieved using colour (M1)
and some using depth (M2): regardless of the saliency method that was used (S1 or
S2), the recall obtained by M1 and M2 independently is similar and it is boosted when
both sets of candidates are combined (M4). We illustrate these results in Fig. 4.19: we
show from top to bottom the results obtained with S2-M1, S2-M2, S2-M3 and S2-M4
for two frames from this dataset.
Coffee Machine Sequence
We now show the results obtained on the more challenging Coffee Machine Sequence.
We compare our methods to the Selective Search of [Uijlings et al., 2013], the method
of [Mane´n et al., 2013], [Alexe et al., 2012] and the one of [Potapova et al., 2014].
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Figure 4.19.: Example results obtained in two sequences of the Washington Dataset.
From top to bottom the successful candidates for S2-M1 (dark blue), S2-
M2 (pink), S2-M3 (cyan) and S2-M4 (green) with the bounding boxes
coloured according to the colour scheme shown in the plots. The ground
truth is shown in gray.
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Figure 4.20.: Precision (top) and recall (bottom) for the Coffee Machine Sequence
(AUCs in parenthesis). Comparison of our S1 (left) and S2 (right) meth-
ods in their four segmentation variants with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n,
Potapova and Selective Search.
Precision The precision plots in Fig. 4.20 (top row) show, as in the previous dataset,
that for all our methods the precision values are high for a few proposals and slowly
decrease; meaning that the ranking method is successful in choosing the good candidates
first.
Recall In terms of frame-based recall —bottom row of Fig. 4.20—, the best performing
method is S2-M4 (multi-scale saliency, late fusion of colour and depth), reaching almost
0.7 at the end of the curve, and followed closely by S2-M1 (multi-scale saliency and
colour segmentation). The small offset between both curves in the multi-scale plot (0.68
vs 0.66 at the end of the curve for S2-M4 and S2-M1 respectively) suggests that colour
is the most important modality in this sequence in order to find the objects, and depth
does not add much to what colour alone can achieve. One possible explanation is that
the distances of many of the objects to the camera are higher than in the Washington
Dataset, making the depth clustering noisier and, therefore, the M2 method less precise.
In any case, the late fusion approach (M4) is far superior than the early fusion approach
(M3) in both saliency modes.
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Figure 4.21.: Global recall over proposals (top) and global recall over time (bottom)
for the Coffee Machine Sequence (AUCs in parenthesis). Comparison of
our S1 (left) and S2 (right) methods in their four segmentation variants
with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
Global Recall Global recall as a function of the number of proposals is shown on the
top row of Fig. 4.21. It can be seen that generating 50 proposals per frame is enough
to reach a very high global recall for our methods (e.g., 0.92 for S2-M1 or 0.94 for S2-
M2). From the competitors, the most successful one is the Selective Search, reaching
an equivalent recall (0.94) after 100 or more proposals are considered. The bottom row
of Fig. 4.21 shows the evolution of the global recall over time. It can be seen that our
proposed methods are close together on top (being S2-M1 the best, reaching a global
recall of 0.98), with similarly good results by Selective Search (reaching 0.96).
Quality of the Proposals We plot the recall over IoU in Fig. 4.22. It can be seen
that for the single saliency methods, our S2-M4 method performs best, closely followed
by Selective Search, our S1-M1 as well as the method of Mane´n. The quality of our
proposals gets a boost when we use our S2 method for extracting salient regions: with
the split octaves method (S2) we are able to more precisely identify the boundaries of
the objects compared to those obtained with a single saliency map (S1).
We show the results obtained in some frames of the CMS on the top row of Fig. 4.25.
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Figure 4.22.: Recall over IoU for the Coffee Machine Sequence (AUCs in parenthesis).
Comparison of our S1 (left) and S2 (right) methods in their four segmen-
tation variants with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective
Search.
Kitchen Dataset
We now show the results obtained in the Kitchen Dataset, which has comparable dif-
ficulty to the Coffee Machine Sequence. We compare all the variants of our approach
to the Selective Search of [Uijlings et al., 2013], to the method of [Mane´n et al., 2013]
and to the one of [Alexe et al., 2012].
Precision In terms of precision —top row of Fig. 4.23— our method S2-M4 obtains
the higher average AUC (56.99) and is closely followed by our other variant S1-M4
(53.7). Here the differences are quite high with respect to our competitors: Selective
Search (23.8), Alexe (6.5) and Mane´n (16.4).
Recall The highest recall —bottom row of Fig. 4.23— is achieved again by S2-M4:
128.42 AUC on average, followed as well by our S1-M4 method (single saliency, late
fusion of colour and depth). In this dataset, we can see that the late fusion approach
of colour and depth (M4) makes a difference in terms of frame based recall. For both
the single saliency (S1) and the multi-scale saliency (S2) approaches the performance is
boosted when using the M4 segmentation, as it happened in the Washington Dataset.
The late fusion approach (M4) performs much better than the early fusion (M3) which
is far behind in both precision and recall. Among the competitors, the Selective Search
approach reaches good recall values at the end of its curve (it touches S1-M4 at the
end of the plot).
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Figure 4.23.: Average precision and recall over number of proposals for the Kitchen
Dataset (AUCs in parenthesis). Comparison of our S1 (top) and S2 (bot-
tom) methods in their four segmentation variants with the methods of
Alexe, Mane´n and Selective Search.
Quality of the Proposals We show the recall over IoU in the top row of Fig. 4.24. The
results follow the same trend as in the other two datasets (Washington and CMS): the
multi-scale approach for salient region extraction (S2) produces a boost in the quality
of the proposals for all our methods. As before, M4 is the most successful in both
saliency modes (S1 and S2). Among the competitors, the Selective Search was again
the most successful (AUC of 0.106), with a quality slightly below the one of S1-M4 (AUC
of 0.124). It is interesting to note that the performance of the Objectness measure of
Alexe drops significantly with respect to the results obtained in the Washington Dataset
(cf. Fig. 4.18).
Global Recall The global recall plots —bottom row of Fig. 4.24— reflect the difficulty
of this benchmark: whereas in the Washington Dataset all the methods reach a global
recall of 1 for a few proposals —see Fig. 4.17—, here most of the values are below
0.9. The highest global recall (0.91) is achieved by our S2-M4 method; following are
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Figure 4.24.: Top: Recall over IoU. Bottom: Global recall over number of proposals.
Comparison of our S1 (left col.) and S2 (right col.) methods in their four
segmentation variants with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n and Selective
Search. Average values for the Kitchen Dataset (AUCs in parenthesis).
Average values for the Kitchen Dataset.
Selective Search (0.88) and our S2-M1 (0.87).
We show some exemplary results of the successful candidates on the four sequences of
the dataset in Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26. Additionally, the plots obtained in the individual
sequences of this dataset are included in Appendix A.
4.6.5. Summary of the Evaluations
Ranking Strategies We have first compared the performance of the ranking methods
R1 (average saliency times area), R2 (3D convexity measure) and R3 (ranking provided
by an SVM trained on several features) on our own set of proposals. We showed that the
R3 ranking method is superior to the other two, and it could be observed throughout
the evaluation on all the datasets that the highest values on the precision plots are
obtained at the beginning, meaning that the good proposals are picked first.
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Figure 4.25.: Top row: successful candidates using the S2-M4 method in the Coffee
Machine Sequence. Bottom row: successful candidates using the S2-M4
method in the Kitchen A Sequence of the Kitchen Dataset.
In the second part of the evaluation, we fixed the ranking method to R3 and evaluated
8 different variants of our proposal generation method: all the possible combinations
of the two salient region extraction methods, S1 (single saliency), and S2 (multi-scale
saliency), and the four segmentation methods: M1 (colour), M2 (surface clustering),
M3 (early fusion of colour and depth), and M4 (late fusion of M1 and M2).
Segmentation The results showed that the late fusion approach (M4) is in general
superior to the other segmentation methods in every aspect that we evaluated: quality
of the proposals, frame recall, precision and global recall. We extract two conclusions
from this: first, that colour and depth are complementary, and there are objects that
are most easily found by relying on either colour or depth; and second, that the seg-
mentation of colour and depth independent of each other (M4) gave better results than
the segmentation integrating both modalities (M3). An explanation of this result is the
way the M3 method produces segments that are homogeneously spread over the scene:
a flat surface, or a homogeneous texture end up being partitioned although according
to one of the two modalities they should not; and this results in parts of the objects
missing in the generated proposals: M2 would produce one segment for each face of a
cereals box, making it easy for saliency to grab those segments; however, in M3 each
face of the box consists itself of several segments, some of which might be easy to miss
(see the results in Fig.4.19). This results in lower recall values and lower quality of the
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Figure 4.26.: Successful candidates using the S2-M4 method in the Kitchen B, C and
D sequences of the Kitchen Dataset.
proposals as was reflected throughout the evaluation.
Salient Region Extraction Regarding the two approaches for extracting salient re-
gions (S1 and S2), the results showed that in presence of clutter, using the multi-scale
approach (S2) meant a significant boost in the recall and the quality of the proposals
with respect to the single saliency one (S1). Also, the quality of the proposals im-
proved when using S2 with respect to S1 (see the recall vs IoU plots throughout the
evaluation).
Among the competitors, the method of [Potapova et al., 2014] proved to generate
few but reliable object candidates (relatively high precision values in the plots), and
the method of [Mane´n et al., 2013] showed to generate a rich variety of object proposals
which let them reach high global recall values throughout the evaluation. The Selective
Search [Uijlings et al., 2013] was the most successful method among the competitors,
obtaining proposals of very good quality, being able to reach high recall on the frame
and sequence level.
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Our methods were successful in finding the objects in realistic scenes containing high
clutter, and, especially S2-M4, proved to outperform other state-of-the-art methods
in every aspect that we evaluated (particularly for a small number or proposals, e.g.
50): in terms of the objects that are recalled per frame (especially when the first few
candidates are considered), in terms of the quality of the generated proposals, and in
terms of the objects that are discovered throughout the sequence (global recall).
List of Own Publications for this Chapter
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5. Scene Exploration: Inhibition of Return
(IOR)
In Chapter 4, we have dealt with the problem of generating object candidates based
on visual data, and we proposed a method for generating such candidates from single
images. However, mobile systems such as a robot, that need to interact with the
environment and make sense of it, are not exposed to single images but to a continuous
stream of them.
As we described in the chapter about object candidate generation, our primary way
of localising object candidates in images is by means of a bottom-up attention system
(saliency). In this chapter, we will describe an extension of the attention system to
inhibit object candidates that have already been the target of attention. This is a
trivial question if we have a single image, but requires establishing correspondences
between visual elements over time if we are dealing with a sequence of frames. This
extension will let us visually explore the scene with a few candidates generated on every
frame.
An overview of the architecture we propose is depicted in Fig. 5.1. A camera mounted
on a mobile system captures a stream of RGB-D data. In the lower processing stream,
the depth information is used to build a 3D map of the scene with the KinectFusion
algorithm [Newcombe et al., 2011]. In the upper stream, an attention system computes
a saliency map (1.) and a segmentation of the image is obtained (2.). Based on these
two, object candidates are generated (3.). Information about already attended objects
is stored in the 3D map, raycasted to the current camera pose (4.), and used to inhibit
already attended objects (5.). Steps 1., 2. and 3. were explained in Chapter 4 (our
method for object candidate generation). The focus of this chapter will be on the other
steps: how to remember which objects were already the focus of attention, and how to
inhibit them.
Relevant publications The publications relevant for this chapter are
[Mart´ın Garc´ıa and Frintrop, 2013] and [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2013], where we
presented our spatial IOR mechanism. In this chapter, we have improved the original
IOR system to directly inhibit the object candidates that were generated with our
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Figure 5.1.: Illustration of the whole scene exploration system.
newer object discovery method. The content of this chapter has been submitted to the
Cognitive Processing Journal [Mart´ın Garc´ıa et al., 2015a].
5.1. Inhibition of Return in Spatial Coordinates
How to shift the focus of attention is a classical problem in computational attention
systems. Always choosing the most salient region as the focus of attention would make
an attention system to always select the global maximum as the target of attention.
As in human vision [Posner et al., 1985], computational IOR helps exploring a scene
by inhibiting those regions that have already been attended. When working on single
images it is often performed by simply zeroing the region of the saliency map that was
already attended [Itti et al., 1998]. However, this is not enough when facing a sequence
of frames from a given scene where correspondences between the visual elements should
be established. Our approach roots the IOR mechanism in spatial coordinates in order
to cope with camera motion; and for that, it first needs to build a 3D map of the scene.
5.1.1. KinectFusion
The KinectFusion algorithm [Newcombe et al., 2011] is a method for reconstructing
a 3D scene by means of a sequence of depth measurements obtained from a moving
camera. The algorithm works by iteratively tracking the pose of the camera with respect
to the reconstructed model of the scene, and integrating the new depth measurements
into the model. An open source implementation of the algorithm is available in the
PCL library.1 The method produces a very precise reconstruction of the environment
1http://pointclouds.org/
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Figure 5.2.: Illustration of a truncated signed distance function. Inspired by the figure
in [Pirovano, 2012].
and works in real time as long as a powerful enough GPU is available. In the following
we describe some of the elements of KinectFusion that are of relevance for our purposes:
Scene Representation The scene is represented as a discretised version of a truncated
signed distance function (TSDF) [Curless and Levoy, 1996]. In general, a truncated
signed distance function is a function of the range that assigns 0 values to points in
space where there is a surface, positive values to points before the surface, and negative
values beyond the surface. See Fig. 5.2 for an illustration: as we come closer from the
surface towards the sensor, the values of the TSDF increase up to a certain distance
(δ) where they do not increase any more; the opposite happens in the other direction
away from the surface.
The discretised TSDF (see the lower part of Fig.5.2) has the form of a voxel grid
G ⊂ N3, where every voxel c ∈ G stores the actual distance to the closest surface Fk
and a weight Wk, which is proportional to the surface measurement uncertainty, at
each point in time k: Sk[c] → {Fk[c],Wk[c]}. Surface points can now be found by
looking at zero crossings. The TSDF scene representation is kept in global coordinates.
Integrating new measurements is easily done by a running weighted average method,
and more importantly, it can be parallelised to make it run in real time on a GPU.
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Figure 5.3.: Left: original frame from the Coffee Machine Sequence. Middle: the
saliency map. Right: the raycasted 2D IOR Map.
Camera Pose Tracking The camera pose is tracked on every frame with respect to
the previous one/existing model. For this, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm
[Besl and McKay, 1992] is used. ICP requires a coarse initialisation in order to converge
to a correct solution. Here, the authors assume that the algorithm is operating at a
high frequency (30 Hz) and so the camera displacements between frames are small.
Raycasting Depth Maps To track the pose of the camera, a raycast depth map from
the scene model can be used instead of the raw depth map of the previous frame to be
more robust against noise. The algorithm for raycasting a depth map given a TSDF
and a camera pose proceeds by tracing rays from each pixel according to the given pose;
when a ray goes through a zero crossing in the TSDF model, it means it has touched a
surface. Therefore, the distance of that voxel to the camera is the range measurement
that will be displayed in the raycast map.
5.1.2. KinectFusion 3D IOR Map Extension
We extend the KinectFusion voxel grid in order to store the IOR information. In
particular, we want to store whether a point in space should be inhibited (an IOR flag,
Ik), and for how long (an IOR weight, IWk). Thus, each voxel c in the grid G now
stores the following values:
Sk[c]→ {Fk[c],Wk[c], Ik[c], IWk[c]}. (5.1)
This extended voxel grid is what we will refer to in the following as the 3D IOR map.
For a given camera pose, the TSDF can be raycast to generate a depth map indicating
the depth ranges at which surfaces are present. Since now we have additionally IOR
information stored in the voxel grid, we can easily raycast the IOR flags Ik at the
surfaces to produce a 2D IOR map (see an example of such a map on the right of
Fig. 5.3).
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5.1.3. 3D IOR Map Update
We now have a data structure where we can store when a particular region of the scene
has been attended, whether it should already be inhibited, and for how long. Initially,
the scene has not yet been explored and all its regions could potentially be the target
of attention. Thus, the IOR weights and flags are set to zero for every voxel c in the
grid G:
I0[c] = 0, IW0[c] = 0, ∀c ∈ G. (5.2)
Then, as the system is exposed to more frames of the sequence, object candidates are
produced (Chapter 4). For each frame, the pixel-precise masks of the object candidates
can be projected to the 3D IOR map in order to obtain the voxels that should be
updated: let us call this set of voxels A. The IOR weights of the corresponding objects’
voxels are increased by one:
IWk[a] := IWk[a] + 1, ∀a ∈ A. (5.3)
When the IOR weight IWk[a] eventually reaches a certain threshold IOR LIMIT,
the IOR flag is activated, Ik[a] = 1, and the IOR weight is reset to a multiple mf of
its value: IWk[a] := IWk[a] ·mf . This means that once the IOR activation threshold
is reached, it will take more time for the inhibition to die out than it took to reach it.
This is done to prevent the inhibition effect from quickly vanishing and the attention
being allocated again on the same objects. Meanwhile, the IOR weights of the voxels
that were not part of any object candidate are decreased by one:
IWk[z] := IWk[z]− 1, ∀z ∈ G−A. (5.4)
When the weights reach zero, the IOR flag is again deactivated: Ik[z] = 0. To
sum up, regions in space that are the target of attention (i.e., those for which object
candidates are generated) increase their IOR weight, and those that are not, decrease
them. The IOR weight evolution is depicted in Fig. 5.4 and the 3D IOR map update
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5.5.
5.1.4. 2D IOR Map
In order to use the inhibition information within our attention system, we need to
obtain a 2D map from the 3D data. Since our 3D IOR Map is embedded in the voxel
grid of KinectFusion, it is possible to raycast a 2D IOR map IOR(x, y) for any given
camera pose. The result of such an operation is a binary map containing white pixels
(IOR(x, y) = 1) for spatial locations c ∈ G that should be inhibited (visual regions
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Figure 5.4.: Depiction of how the IOR weight evolves over time on a given voxel that
has been attended enough frames to activate the IOR flag.
corresponding to spatial locations where Ik[c] = 1), and black pixels (IOR(x, y) = 0)
for those that should not. We show in Fig. 5.3 an example image (left), together with
the saliency map (middle) computed from it, as well as the 2D IOR map that has been
raycasted (right). The white pixels in the 2D IOR map indicate the locations where
attention has been allocated up to that point in time. In principle, such a 2D IOR map
can be used to inhibit points or regions in the saliency map. We show in Section 5.1.5
how we use it to directly inhibit the object candidates.
5.1.5. Inhibition of Object Candidates
At this point we can use the 2D IOR map to inhibit those candidates that correspond
to regions that have already been attended. To decide which candidates to inhibit,
we simply compute the intersection of the 2D IOR map IOR(x, y) and the ith object
candidate binary mask Ci as: Z(x, y) = IOR(x, y) ∩ Ci(x, y) —see Chapter 2 for more
details about logical operations between binary images. We inhibit an object candidate
if a certain percentage of its pixels are marked as inhibited in the 2D IOR map:∑
x,y Z(x, y)∑
x,y Ci(x, y)
≥ θ, (5.5)
we set θ = 0.3 in our experiments.
5.2. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the IOR mechanism on the Coffee Machine Sequence (see
Section 4.6.1) in terms of how well it serves for visual scene exploration: our purpose
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Figure 5.5.: 3D IOR Map update process: the object candidates generated on a par-
ticular frame are projected to the 3D map. At the voxels in the map
corresponding to the object candidates, the IOR weights are increased.
Everywhere else, the IOR weights are decreased.
is to show that with a few object candidates per frame we can still detect most of
the objects in the scene by the end of the sequence. Thus, we constrain our object
discovery method to produce a very small number of object candidates in the S1-M4
mode (single saliency map, late fusion of colour and depth), ranked according to the
SVM score (Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3). An overview of the steps of the object discovery
algorithm used in the evaluation is shown in Alg. 5. The generated object candidates
will activate the IOR flags in the 3D map (Section 5.1.3). This will have the effect that
in the following frames these regions will be inhibited and object hypotheses will be
generated at other locations in the scene.
5.2.1. Ground Truth Annotation
We manually annotated our Coffee Machine Sequence on every 30th frame. That means,
we created grayscale masks for every 30th frame, where every object kept a consistent
grayscale level (or ID) throughout the sequence. This was already enough to evaluate
our object candidates in Section 4.6, however, in order to test the IOR mechanism we
require ground truth available in every frame: the IOR mechanism takes place from
frame to frame, and so, its effect would be “lost” if we evaluated the results on every
30th frame.
We developed a method to automatically propagate the sparse ground truth annota-
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Algorithm 5 S1-M4 IOR Generate Salient Object Proposals
1: procedure S1-M4-IOR-GenerateProposals
Input: Image I, Depth map D
Input: A 2D IOR Map IOR
Input: A top number of object proposals t
Output: A sequence of sorted object proposals (C ′1, ..., C ′t)
2: R := S1-ExtractSalientRegions(I)
3: S1 = {s11, ..., s1m1} := over segment(I,“M1”)
4: S2 = {s21, ..., s2m2} := over segment(D,“M2”)
5: for ri ∈ R do
6: for s1j ∈ S1 do
7: if |ri ∩ s1j | > γ · |s1j | then
8: Ci := Ci ∪ {s1j}
9: if |IOR ∩ Ci||Ci| ≤ θ then
10: C := C ∪ {Ci}
11: for s2k ∈ S2 do
12: if |ri ∩ s2k| > γ · |s2k| then
13: Cn+i := Cn+i ∪ {s2k}
14: if |IOR ∩ Cn+i||Cn+i| ≤ θ then
15: C := C ∪ {Cn+i}
16: (C ′1, ..., C ′t) = SVM-Ranking(C)
tions to the unlabelled frames. The method proceeds as follows. We run the KinectFu-
sion algorithm a first time in order to build the 3D map of the scene. The idea is that
we want to use every annotated frame to generate interpolated ground truth for the
closest frames before and after it. For example, manually annotated ground truth frame
90 will be used to automatically generate the ground truth of frames 75 to 105. Thus,
we run KinectFusion another two times: once backwards, generating ground truth for
the 15 frames before every annotated one; and once forwards, generating the ground
truth of the 15 frames following every annotated one.
So, for every frame for which ground truth exists, we project the annotated ground
truth masks to the 3D map, and store the object labels in the corresponding voxels. For
every frame for which no ground truth exists, the object labels are raycasted according
to the current camera pose to form a raycasted ground truth map. The results of this
method can be seen in Figure 5.6 for some frames of the sequence.
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Figure 5.6.: Manually annotated and interpolated ground truth for the Coffee Machine
Sequence.
5.2.2. Results
The evolution of the IOR experiment is shown in Fig. 5.7. There, we show on the upper
row the successful candidates generated by the object discovery system for some non-
consecutive frames: we used our S1-M4 method constrained to the best 20 candidates
per frame, and with the IOR mechanism active (Alg. 5). On the bottom row we
show the projected 2D IOR map corresponding to those frames. The red arrows depict
candidates that have activated the inhibition values enough so that the same candidates
are not generated again in the following frames. See, for example, the yellow cup, which
is a candidate in the first displayed frame, until the IOR map has enough activation to
inhibit it (it is not a candidate in the second frame). Eventually, the IOR effect dies
out and, after some frames, the yellow cup is generated again as a candidate (third
column of Fig. 5.7).
Multiple Factor Parameter Evaluation
We show the results of our experiments in terms of global recall over time in Fig. 5.8.
Here, we are interested in seeing how many objects of the scene we are able to retrieve
with as few object candidates as possible. First, we show the effects of altering the
multiple factor parameter mf , i.e., the parameter that controls how long the IOR
effect lasts. Higher values for this factor have the effect that once the IOR activation
value is reached, it takes longer to die out (see Section 5.1.3 for details). We show
the results obtained when generating 20 candidates per frame for our S1-M4 object
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Figure 5.7.: Illustration of the IOR experiment: on top, some frames from the CMS;
the green bounding boxes show the candidates that successfully matched
an object out of 20 generated candidates per frame. The bottom row shows
the 2D IOR map at those frames. The red arrows depict candidates that
have been attended long enough to activate the inhibition flags.
discovery method, for three different values of mf : 2, 4 and 6 (green, black and violet
curves respectively in Fig. 5.8). The global recall values achieved were 86% for mf = 2
and mf = 4, and 91% for mf = 6.
The frame based precision and recall plots are shown in Fig. 5.8. In terms of precision,
it can be observed how increasing mf lowers precision. This has an obvious explanation:
if the first ranked candidates correspond to actual objects and they are inhibited, the
method will look further in the list to retrieve candidates with a lower ranking; the
longer the inhibition effect lasts, the fewer “good” candidates will be retrieved on a
frame basis. This, on the other hand, causes the global recall over time to increase (as
we saw in Fig. 5.8), since a wider variety of objects is explored.
IOR vs. No-IOR
In the second part of this set of experiments, we compare the results of running our
object discovery method with IOR and without it. We chose the method that performed
best in terms of global recall in the previous experiment: 20 candidates per frame
method with IOR and mf = 6. We compare it to two different configurations without
IOR: generating 20 candidates (red curve) and 255 candidates per frame (blue curve).
As the results show (top plot of Fig. 5.9), fixing the number of candidates on 20, using
the IOR mechanism makes a big difference in terms of global recall: 91% with IOR
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Figure 5.8.: Top: Global recall over time in the CMS. Bottom left: precision over num-
ber of proposals. Bottom right: recall over number of proposals. Com-
parison of different values for the IOR factor mf : green (mf = 2), black
(mf = 4) and violet (mf = 6).
(value reached by the violet curve) vs 73% without IOR (value reached by the red
curve). Furthermore, the results for 20 candidates with IOR were only 2% behind with
respect to the method generating 255 candidates per frame and no IOR (global recall
of 93%).
For completeness, we show in Fig. 5.9 the precision and recall plots over the number
of proposals for our object discovery method with and without the IOR mechanism. As
expected, because good candidates are inhibited for a certain time from being generated,
the precision and recall curves (in violet) on a frame level are consistently below the
curves without the IOR mechanism (blue and red).
Conclusion
The results show that, by using the IOR mechanism, we can rely on a much smaller
number of candidates per frame (20 as opposed to 255) and yet retrieve most of the
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objects in the scene (91%). A small number of candidates is beneficial because it means
less queries for recognition, and particularly for robotic applications were interactions
with the potential objects might be required.
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Maps
In this chapter, we apply our basic algorithm for generating object candidates (Chapter
4) to the task of salient object segmentation. This is the task of determining the most
salient object[s] in a given image. See for example the left image in Fig. 6.1: the man
performing martial arts has been labelled by some person as the most salient “object”
in the scene. In fact, this is the way benchmarks are created in this task: by compiling
a set of hundreds or thousands of pictures and showing them to several subjects in
order to label what they consider the most salient object is.
Segmenting the most salient object is a task where saliency systems are typically
evaluated. As we have seen in the description of the VOCUS2 saliency system —Section
4.1.1—, the computation of saliency is essentially a center-surround contrast computed
in a scale-space representation. A popular and recent trend has been to incorporate
segmentation into this process [Perazzi et al., 2012, Yan et al., 2013, Zhu et al., 2014].
Our goal in this chapter is to extend the VOCUS2 saliency system with segmentation;
for that, we will transform our set of objects proposals (which carry segmentation
information) into a single saliency map.
Relevant publications The content of this chapter is based on one publication:
[Frintrop et al., 2015], where we contributed with a method that includes segmenta-
Figure 6.1.: Salient object segmentation example. Left: an example image. Middle:
the corresponding ground truth where the most salient object has been
manually labelled. Right: our salient segmentation.
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Mean-shift Segmentation
VOCUS2 Location-prior Saliency
Output Saliency Map
Top Object Proposals Weighted by Saliency
Input Image
Figure 6.2.: The main algorithm for generating proposal maps
tion to improve the saliency maps.
6.1. Proposal Map Generation
We propose a method that combines the VOCUS2 saliency maps and a minor modifi-
cation of our object proposal generation algorithm (described in Chapter 4) to produce
saliency maps that incorporate segmentation information. We follow the approach of
[Li et al., 2014] in order to combine several object proposals into one single saliency
map.
Our approach is based on the S1-M1 object candidate generation method explained in
Chapter 4 —S1 for extracting salient regions from a single saliency map (here, weighted
with a location prior), and M1 for colour segmentation. We sketch the main steps in
Fig. 6.2: For a given image, we compute the VOCUS2 saliency map, where we follow
the single-saliency map salient region extraction strategy (S1) and compute a colour
segmentation of the image (M1). The saliency map has been weighted with a location
prior that strengthens central regions of the image by means of a Gaussian function.
This is a common practise in saliency systems when they are evaluated in salient object
segmentation benchmarks (e.g. [Jiang et al., 2011, Yan et al., 2013]), since the images
typically have a bias to contain the most salient object in the centre region. Thus, for
an initial saliency map Sal(x, y) at pixel coordinates x and y, the weighted saliency
map Sal′(x, y) is computed as
Sal′(x, y) = Sal(x, y) · exp{−||(x, y)− (xc, yc)||
2
2σ2
}, (6.1)
where (xc, yc) are the coordinates of the image center, and σ = 79 pixels is the
standard deviation of the Gaussian. The weighted saliency map Sal′(x, y) is finally
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normalised, and so the constant term of the Gaussian can be ignored.
The way of refining the salient regions by means of segmentation is the same as
in the proposal generation method of Section 4.3, except that we use the Mean Shift
algorithm [Comaniciu and Meer, 2002]. The main steps of the algorithm are sketched
in the following pseudocode:
Algorithm 6 Generate Segment-based Saliency Map
1: procedure GenerateSegmentSaliency
Input: Image I
Input: Top number of proposals t
Output: A saliency map SI
2: Compute location-prior saliency map Sal′(x, y) on the image I
3: {C1, ..., C2n} := GenerateProposals(I,Sal′)
4: Compute avg. saliency of each proposal: {sal1, ..., sal2n}
5: Rank the proposals according to their saliency: (C ′1, ..., C ′2n) := Rank-
saliency((C1, ..., C2n),{sal1, ..., sal2n})
6: for i = 1 to t do
7: Ti := C
′
i · sali
8: for pixel coordinates x, y do
9: SI(x, y) := max((T1(x, y), ..., Tt(x, y)))
In the call to theGenerateProposals procedure we pass the location-prior saliency
map as an argument, Sal′(x, y), to indicate that we use it also in the proposal generation
process. The proposals are now ranked according to their average saliency: (C ′1, ..., C ′n).
Since each proposal C ′i is a binary map, we can compute its corresponding proposal-
specific saliency map Ti as
Ti = C
′
i · sali. (6.2)
Finally, to compute the output saliency map SI, the saliency at each pixel loca-
tion, SI(x, y), is defined as the maximum saliency value obtained at the corresponding
location in each proposal-specific saliency map:
SI(x, y) := max((T1(x, y), ..., Tt(x, y))) (6.3)
Two thresholds are applied in this process: first, we take the top t = 25 proposals,
and second, we discard those whose average saliency is below one third of the highest
proposal saliency.
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6.2. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposal maps (denoted
as V2-Prop in the following plots) in the task of salient object segmenta-
tion. We have compared our salient object detection method on the MSRA 10k
[Cheng et al., 2015], ECSSD [Yan et al., 2013], PASCAL-S [Li et al., 2014], SED1
and SED2 datasets [Alpert et al., 2007] with the following saliency methods: Itti’s
iNVT [Itti et al., 1998], the SaliencyToolbox (STB) [Walther and Koch, 2006], HZ08
[Hou and Zhang, 2008], AIM [Bruce and Tsotsos, 2009], AC09 [Achanta et al., 2009],
AC10 [Achanta and Su¨sstrunk, 2010], CoDi [Klein and Frintrop, 2012], HSaliency
[Yan et al., 2013], Yang 2013 [Yang et al., 2013] and DRFI [Jiang et al., 2013]. We
additionally show the results of the VOCUS2 method (V2) and VOCUS2 with location
prior (V2-LP).
6.2.1. Metrics
We use two different metrics throughout the evaluation to compare the performance of
the salient object detectors: the first one is the method of [Achanta et al., 2009], which
has been the most used technique in the literature. The second one is a complementary
measure called the Weighted F-measure, which as we will see, attempts to solve some
flaws of the Achanta metric.
Achanta Method [Achanta et al., 2009] This method works by binary thresholding
the saliency maps at all the possible levels: 0 to 255, and then calculating the inter-
section with the ground truth. From this intersection, four values are possible for each
pixel: TP (true positive), if the pixel is 1 and the corresponding ground truth is also 1;
TN (true negative), if the pixel is 0 and the ground truth is also 0; FP (false positive),
if the pixel is 1 and the ground truth is 0; and FN (false negative), if the pixel is 0 and
the ground truth is 1. From these four quantities, we can compute precision and recall
as
precision =
TP
TP + FP
, (6.4)
recall =
TP
TP + FN
. (6.5)
To plot the actual curve, recall r is sampled at regular intervals and a precision value
p(r) is interpolated as p(r) = maxrˆ:rˆ>r p(rˆ), i.e., the maximum precision obtained at
higher recall levels. In this way, precision and recall values can be computed for each
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Figure 6.3.: Achanta method [Achanta et al., 2009] for evaluating foreground maps.
The foreground map is thresholded at all possible grayscale values [0,255],
obtaining three different thresholded maps: a1), a2) and a3). Precision and
recall values are obtained for each thresholded map. Precision values for
non-existing points in the plot are interpolated. In this case, since the fore-
ground map is the same as the ground truth, the obtained precision-recall
curve is the best possible. Figure inspired from [Margolin et al., 2014].
threshold and each image. The values can be averaged and finally plotted in a precision-
recall curve that shows precision as a function of recall. An example of this process is
depicted in Fig. 6.3.
Weighted F-measure In [Margolin et al., 2014], the authors identified three problems
with the previous metric:
• Interpolation flaw: the method of interpolating precision values for every recall
makes lower precision values not to affect the final result if a high precision
value is obtained for that recall. See Fig. 6.4 for a visualisation: even though
the foreground map a) is much better than map b), they both obtain the same
precision-recall curve.
• Dependency flaw: false positives that are scattered among true positives should
obtain better results than when being concentrated on certain parts: in the latter,
complete parts of the foreground will be missing.
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Figure 6.4.: Interpolation flaw: foreground map b) is worse than map a) but
both obtain the same precision-recall curve. Figure inspired from
[Margolin et al., 2014].
• Equal-importance flaw: false positives are preferable if they are next to true
positives. The Achanta metric does not make a distinction between false positives.
However, one sort of foreground map is preferable to the other.
We illustrate the three flaws in Fig. 6.5.
The new metric works in the following way. First, the interpolation flaw, which is the
result of thresholding the foreground maps (D) into binary maps, is solved by redefining
TP , FP , TN and FN in terms of the ground truth map (G) as
TP ′ = D ·G, (6.6)
TN ′ = (1−D) · (1−G), (6.7)
FP ′ = D · (1−G), (6.8)
FN ′ = (1−D) ·G. (6.9)
By using this redefinition no thresholding operation needs to be done in the maps,
thus, solving the interpolation flaw. The dependency and the equal-importance flaws
have to do with the location of the false positives and false negatives respectively. The
metric redefines TP ′, FP ′, TN ′ and FN ′ in terms of the absolute error of detection
E = |G−D|:
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Figure 6.5.: Illustration of the three flaws of the Achanta method [Achanta et al., 2009]
for evaluating foreground maps claimed by [Margolin et al., 2014]. In all
three cases the b) maps look better than the a) maps, however they both
obtain the same precision-recall curves using the Achanta method. Figure
inspired from [Margolin et al., 2014].
TP ′ = (1− E) ·G, (6.10)
TN ′ = (1− E) · (1−G), (6.11)
FP ′ = E · (1−G), (6.12)
FN ′ = E ·G. (6.13)
Instead of this, we can compute a weighted error map Ew to take into account the
pixel dependencies and the distances to the foreground, thus solving the dependency
and equal-importance flaws. The weighted measures now become:
TPw = (1− Ew) ·G, (6.14)
TNw = (1− Ew) · (1−G), (6.15)
FPw = Ew · (1−G), (6.16)
FNw = Ew ·G, (6.17)
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Figure 6.6.: Results for the MSRA-10k dataset. Left: Precision-recall curve. Right:
average weighted F-measure. Our approach is denoted as V2-Prop.
which in turn can be used to compute the weighted precision and recall values as
usual. Finally, a weighted F-measure can be obtained as
Fwβ = (1 + β
2)
Precisionw ·Recallw
β2 + Precisionw +Recallw
(6.18)
In the following evaluations we will display the Fw1 values obtained in this way. For
more details about this metric, we refer the readers to [Margolin et al., 2014].
6.2.2. Results on MSRA 10k
The MSRA dataset [Liu et al., 2007] is one of the most popular datasets for salient
object detection. Several subsets exist for which pixel precise ground truth is available,
such as the recent MSRA 10k [Cheng et al., 2015]. It consists of 10.000 images where
subjects had to label the most salient object and is available online.1
In Fig. 6.6 we show the results obtained by our method (V2-prop) compared to
the others. On the left we display the precision-recall curves according to the Achanta
metric: our method is the third in terms of AUC (area under curve), behind H-Saliency
(second) and DRFI (first).
On the right of Fig. 6.6, we show the average weighted F-measure for each of the
methods. There, our method outperforms all the others. We show some examples of
the images and the corresponding proposal and saliency maps in Fig. 6.10.
1http://mmcheng.net/msra10k/
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Figure 6.7.: Results for the ECSSD dataset. Left: Precision-recall curve. Right: aver-
age weighted F-measure. Our approach is denoted as V2-Prop.
6.2.3. Results on ECSSD
The Extended Complex Scene Saliency Dataset (ECSSD) [Yan et al., 2013] contains
1000 images where users labelled the most salient objects. The authors argue that
existing datasets in salient object segmentation usually contain images where the back-
ground is homogeneous and not textured. Instead, in their set of images one can find
textured patterns in both foreground and background. The dataset is available online.2
In Fig. 6.7 we show the results obtained by our method compared to the others.
On the left we display the precision-recall curves according to the Achanta metric: we
perform slightly worse than in the previous dataset, but our method is still among the
top four. In terms of weighted F-measure, right of Fig. 6.7, we are still the second best,
being only DRFI slightly better than us. We show some examples of this benchmark
in Fig. 6.11.
6.2.4. Results on PASCAL-S
The PASCAL-S dataset [Li et al., 2014] contains 850 images labelled by 12 subjects.
In contrast to the other datasets, each image was shown to several subjects and there
was no limit in the number of objects to be labelled. This resulted in different ground
truth labels for each of the objects that were labelled. The dataset is available online.3
In Fig. 6.8 we show the results obtained by our method compared to the others. On
the left we display the precision-recall curves according to the Achanta metric: our
2http://www.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/leojia/projects/hsaliency/dataset.html
3http://cbi.gatech.edu/salobj/
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Figure 6.8.: Results for the PASCAL-S dataset. Left: Precision-recall curve. Right:
average weighted F-measure. Our approach is denoted as V2-Prop.
method is third, and again DRFI is first and H-Saliency is second.
On the right of Fig. 6.8, the average F-weighted measure for each of the methods
is shown: our method has the highest score, followed by DRFI and H-Saliency. In
Fig. 6.12 we show some examples of the results obtained on images of the PASCAL-S
dataset.
6.2.5. Results on SED1 and SED2
The Segmentation Evaluation Database (SED) [Alpert et al., 2007] consists of two
datasets where either the most salient object is labelled (SED1), or the two most
salient objects are labelled (SED2). The datasets can be found online.4
In Fig. 6.9 we show the results obtained by our method compared to the others. On
the left we display the precision-recall curves according to the Achanta metric: our
method is among the top four in SED1 and the third in SED2.
On the right of Fig. 6.9, we show the average F-weighted measure for each of the
methods: our method is third in SED1 and first in SED2. Some examples of this
dataset are displayed in Fig. 6.13.
6.2.6. Summary of the Evaluations
Overall, in terms of weighted F-measure, our method is the best on the MSRA 10k,
Pascal-S and SED2 datasets; second best on ECSSD; and the 3rd on SED1. In terms of
the Achanta metric (area under curve on the precision recall plots) our method is the
2nd on SED2; 3rd on MSRA 10k, ECSSD and Pascal-S. The results are consistently
4http://www.wisdom.weizmann.ac.il/~vision/Seg_Evaluation_DB/dl.html
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Figure 6.9.: Top row: results for the SED1 dataset. Bottom row: results for the SED2
dataset. Left column: Precision-recall curves. Right: average weighted
F-measure. Our approach is denoted as V2-Prop.
better for the F-weighted measure, which as we saw in Section 6.2.1 tries to evaluate
fairly those foreground maps that are in fact better. In summary, the results obtained
show that our method is state of the art in salient object segmentation.
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Figure 6.10.: Example results from the MSRA10k dataset. From left to right: original
images, Proposal Maps (ours), VOCUS2, HSaliency, DRFI, Yang13.
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Figure 6.11.: Example results from the ECSSD dataset. From left to right: original
images, Proposal Maps (ours), VOCUS2, HSaliency, DRFI, Yang13.
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Figure 6.12.: Example results from the PASCAL-S dataset. From left to right: original
images, Proposal Maps (ours), VOCUS2, HSaliency, DRFI, Yang13.
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Figure 6.13.: Example results from the SED dataset. From left to right: original images,
Proposal Maps (ours), VOCUS2, HSaliency, DRFI, Yang13.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
In the first part of this thesis, we have proposed a novel method for object discovery.
The task in object discovery is to find the objects that are present in a scene without
having prior knowledge about their appearance or categories. Our goal was to develop a
method that can achieve higher recall values than current state-of-the-art methods with
fewer generated object candidates, and thus, that is suitable for robotic applications.
Our approach has two main stages: 1) To generate a set of object candidates based
on saliency and segmentation; here, we proposed two strategies for extracting salient
regions (S1 and S2) based on a single saliency map and a multi-scale saliency ap-
proach; we also evaluated four different segmentation strategies that use colour (M1),
depth (M2), an early fusion of colour and depth (M3) and a late fusion of the colour
and depth candidates (M4). 2) The second stage consists of ranking the generated
object candidates according to their objectness. We proposed and evaluated three dif-
ferent ranking strategies based on the saliency and area of the candidate (R1), the 3D
convexity of the candidate (R2) and an SVM trained on a set of features (R3).
We evaluated the variants of our method and compared them internally as well as
with respect to four other methods from the computer and robotic vision literature.
We used three publicly available benchmarks to perform the evaluations. The internal
evaluation showed that the R3 ranking strategy was superior to R1 and R2 and proved
to generalise well across different datasets. Overall, R3 was successful in sorting the
good candidates first. The segmentation and salient region extraction variants were
jointly evaluated. The results consistently showed that the late fusion of colour and
depth (M4) was superior to the early fusion (M3) in terms of the quality of the proposals,
as well as the recall achieved. Furthermore, colour and depth were complementary
modalities: some objects were most easily found by relying on depth (M2) and some
by relying on colour (M1). The multi-scale saliency approach (S2) was able to recall
more objects than the single saliency alternative (S1). Regarding the quality of the
object proposals (recall vs IoU plots), having fixed the segmentation method, the S2
candidates were in general more precise than the S1 ones. Our approach was superior to
other state-of-the-art methods in object discovery in terms of the quality the proposals
and the recall of the objects, particularly in cluttered scenes.
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In the second part of this thesis we turned our focus to RGB-D sequences rather
than single images. Our goal was to sequentially explore the scene, so that with very
few candidates per frame (20 instead of the about 200 that are produced per frame)
we can still (globally) recall most of the objects by the end of the sequence. Therefore,
we proposed a spatial inhibition of return mechanism (IOR) that prevents the system
from producing object candidates that were already generated in the previous frames.
The IOR mechanism relies on a 3D map to store the inhibition values in 3D coordinates
to naturally cope with camera motions. The experiments showed that with the IOR
mechanism we can recall a similar number of objects throughout the sequence with
significantly fewer candidates per frame (20 instead of 255).
In the last part, we showed an application of our S1-M1 object discovery algorithm
to the task of salient object segmentation. We compared our approach to several other
state-of-the-art methods on five popular benchmarks on salient object segmentation.
The results showed that our method is state-of-the-art in salient object segmentation.
7.1. Future Work
We propose two lines of research that would continue the work carried out in this thesis.
The first one has to do with improving the object discovery method on single images,
and the second one with the way temporal information is used. We sketch the two in
the following sections.
The role of top-down information
The most popular methods for object discovery rely either on the physical properties of
the image alone to produce object candidates [Uijlings et al., 2013], on machine learning
methods that are trained on general aspects of objects to rank randomly sampled object
candidate windows [Alexe et al., 2012], or on combinations of both [Mane´n et al., 2013].
An interesting line of research would be to integrate top-down informa-
tion in the bottom-up process of generating object candidates: several evi-
dences show that top-down information plays a crucial role in visual organisation
[Behrmann and Kimchi, 2003], and past experience is also one of the well known Gestalt
principles [Wagemans et al., 2012].
Starting with a segmentation of the image, and driven by cues such as saliency, a
possible algorithm would be to start with a segment, and start grouping it to neigh-
bouring segments until an object is recognised; then proceed to another segment that
has not been categorised and repeat the process until the whole image is understood.
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Image and Video Segmentation
In the work we presented in [Horbert et al., 2015] we introduce the idea of sequence-
level proposals by tracking the generated object candidates over time. The tracking
method, however, is a separate module using the object candidates as starting points
for generating tracks.
Since the object candidates consist of segments, we would like to develop a method for
video segmentation that reliably finds the perceptually coherent spatio-temporal seg-
ments that compose a video sequence. Video segmentation can be seen as an equivalent
method of image segmentation for video sequences. Here, we define video segmentation
as the task of identifying perceptually coherent visual regions as they appear through-
out a sequence, in contrast to what is known as video object segmentation, where the
task is to directly extract the objects.
Top-down information would be used to resolve the identities or categories of the
object hypotheses being generated. Once an object candidate is classified in one frame,
its corresponding segments in the following and preceding frames are automatically
classified.
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A. Appendix: Object Proposal Evaluation
We include here the complete set of plots obtained in the evaluations of the object
proposal generation methods of Chapter 4. In Section A.1, we show the results obtained
in the Washington Dataset for Object Recognition. We include the precision and recall
plots over proposals: Figs. A.1 and A.2 for the S1 (single saliency) salient extraction
mode, and Figs. A.3 and A.4 for the S2 (multi-scale saliency) salient extraction mode
We also show the global recall over time and over proposals plots: Figs. A.5 and A.6
for the S1 mode, and Figs. A.7 and A.8 for the S2 mode. We show the results obtained
in all the individual sequences of the dataset: Desk 1, Desk 2, Desk 3, Kitchen Small,
Meeting Small, Table, Table Small 1 and Table Small 2.
We show in Section A.2 the results obtained in the Kitchen Dataset. We include the
precision and recall plots over proposals: Fig. A.9 for the S1 (single saliency) salient
extraction mode, and Fig. A.10 for the S2 (multi-scale saliency) salient extraction
mode. We also show the global recall over time and over proposals plots: Fig. A.11 for
the S1 mode, and Fig. A.12 for the S2 mode. We show the results obtained in all the
individual sequences of the dataset: Kitchen A, B, C and D.
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A.1. Washington Dataset
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Figure A.1.: Precision and recall plots for the Washington Dataset. Comparison of our
S1 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the methods of Alexe,
Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.2.: Precision and recall plots for the Washington Dataset. Comparison of our
S1 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the methods of Alexe,
Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.3.: Precision and recall plots for the Washington Dataset. Comparison of our
S2 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the methods of Alexe,
Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.4.: Precision and recall plots for the Washington Dataset. Comparison of our
S2 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the methods of Alexe,
Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.5.: Global recall over proposals and over time for the Washington Dataset.
Comparison of our S1 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the
methods of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.6.: Global recall over proposals and global recall over time for the Washington
Dataset. Comparison of our S1 method (in its four segmentation variants)
with the methods of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.7.: Global recall over proposals and over time for the Washington Dataset.
Comparison of our S2 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the
methods of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.8.: Global recall over proposals and over time for the Washington Dataset.
Comparison of our S2 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the
methods of Alexe, Mane´n, Potapova and Selective Search.
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Figure A.9.: Precision and recall plots for the Kitchen Dataset. Comparison of our
S1 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the methods of Alexe,
Mane´n and Selective Search.
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Figure A.10.: Precision and recall plots for the Kitchen Dataset. Comparison of our S2
method (in its four segmentation variants) with the methods of Alexe,
Mane´n and Selective Search.
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Figure A.11.: Global recall over time and over proposals for the Kitchen Dataset. Com-
parison of our S1 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the
methods of Alexe, Mane´n and Selective Search.
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Figure A.12.: Global recall over time and over proposals for the Kitchen Dataset. Com-
parison of our S2 method (in its four segmentation variants) with the
methods of Alexe, Mane´n and Selective Search.
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